About the PAF
Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF) is a targeted programme for poor started from
the year 2004 through the issuance of Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF)
Ordinance 2060 (2003) and subsequently; Poverty Alleviation Act 2063
(2006). PAF is implemented through a 12 members Board chaired by the Prime
Minister. The major financial support comes from the World Bank. This
programme was initiated under Social Fund concept in order to take poverty
alleviation program directly to hard core poor who lie below poverty level in
the country. The goal of PAF is to help the poor, find their way on a sustained
path out of poverty and the target is to reach specifically the poor households
below poverty level in a community; thus it is different from a conventional
community development programme which focuses its activities for the
development of the whole community of a settlement or VDC where the risk
is to limit the benefits to only relatively elite group of the society.
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PAF is aimed to empower the socially excluded and disadvantaged poor
households. It provides them the avenues for changing from dependency
to independent and to interdependent level in relationship with traditionally
dominant elite of the society and thus empower the poor to become part of
the mainstream of development.
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PAF has followed five guiding principles: namely - (a) Targeted to poor
(Antyodaya) (b) Social Inclusion (Samabesi) (c) Demand driven approach
(Maag Anusar) (d) Transparency (Paradarsita) and (e) Direct funding to
community organization of poor (Prataksha bhuktani).

Contact Address
Poverty Alleviation Fund, Nepal (PAF)
Gyaneshwor, Kathmandu
P.O. Box: 9985, Kathmandu, Nepal
Phone: +977-1-4410041  Fax: +977-1-4442450
E-mail: info@pafnepal.org.np
Website: www.pafnepal.org.np
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PAF is ultimately concerned with socio-economic transformation of the poor.
While the short-run objective of PAF is to improve the economic condition of
poor households through the income generation activities but in the long-term
it aims for total transformation of society, where poor could equally find their
due share and became full partner in the development process.
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Foreword

The Poverty Alleviation Fund first phase (PAF I) began with US$15 m in 2004, and during the
project period another fund of US$ 25 m was added. Thus under PAF I the total fund
support from the World Bank was US$ 40 m. Under the PAF II, the World Bank has committed
US$ 100 m and the International Fund for Agriculture Development (IFAD) to US$ 4 m for
four years from the year 2008-2012. This phase is equally and even more challenging to
Poverty Alleviation Fund.

Under PAF II, Poverty Alleviation Fund will move simultaneously on five fronts.

1. Expansion of PAF Programme in new districts: Currently PAF is operating in 25 districts.
It has added 15 districts in the year 2007/08 which got late start. It will add another 15
districts in the year 2008/09 and then cover 55 districts with its regular programme.
Finally 20 districts will be added under “Poverty Pockets Programme” is the year 2009/
10. This is highly ambitious and challenging targets. But PAF is committed to reach to
all poor of Nepal directly through its programme as soon as possible. Therefore this
expansion is central to PAF programme in Phase II.
2. Institutionalization of PAF programme in old districts where programme has been
already been in progress for the last three and more years. Institutionalization will lead
to sustainability of the programme. COs will be organized into cooperative or other
such organization with their decision and linked with financial and institution marketing.
3. Capacity Building i.e. improvement in the quality services by social mobilizer. Partner
Organization and Portfolio Manager is extremely important for the success of PAF. The
CO’s capacity also needs to be improved.
4. Coordination with other sectoral line agency, donors, INGOs and NGOs in its activities.
PAF doesn’t want to walk alone. It will promote the partnership with other agencies in
the field and finally;
5. Advocacy of PAF in order to spread its knowledge and working modalities. PAF is not
understood in many agencies, governmental and non governmental. It is here that
the role of media is extremely important. Media should be used extensively for advocacy
of PAF programme.
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Until February 12, 2008 PAF has reached 200 thousand poor households which is about
about 14 per cent of the total poor household. PAF needs to reach remaining 86 per cent
of the total poor households in the country. This is the main challenge for PAF. This will bring
total transformation in our society. The socially excluded and disadvantaged group of
population will enter into the main stream of development and ultimately feel totally
empowered. This is not going to happen over night. The government and donors must be
fully committed to support PAF activities to meet this important mission of the nation in
getting poor out of poverty.

Dr. Ram Prakash Yadav
Vice Chairman
PAF
February 2008
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Acronyms
AEPC

Alternative Energy Promotion Center

CBS

Central Bureau of Statistics

CO

Community Organization

CI

Community Infrastructure

CB

Capacity Building

CCP

Community Contribution Plan

CBOs

Community Based Organizations

CG

Community Group

CIP

Community Infrastructure Project

DDC

District Development Committee

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

FMR

Financial Management Report

GOs

Governmental Organizations

GTZ

German Technical Cooperation

GON

Government of Nepal

IG

Income Generation

IEE

Initial Environmental Examination

IESE

Initial Environmental and Social Examination

IDA

International Development Agency, World Bank

IFAD

International Fund for Agriculture Development

LDO

Local Development Officer

LDF

Local Development Fund

MDGs

Millennium Development Goals

MIS

Management Information System

NEA

Nepal Electricity Authority

NGOs

Non Governmental Organizations

NPC

National Planning Commission

NOA

Non Operating Account

OA

Operating Account

OAG

Office of the Auditor General

O and M

Operation and Maintenance

PAF

Poverty Alleviation Fund

PO

Partner Organization

PSOs

Private Sector Organizations

PM

Portfolio Manager

PMR

Project Management Report

RBB

Rastriya Banijya Bank

REDP

Regular Energy Development Program

RCIW

Rural Community Infrastructure Works

R&D

Research and Development

SM

Social Mobilization

SAs

Service Agencies

SNV

Netherlands Development Organisation

TAC

Technical Appraisal Committee

UG

User Group

UNICEF

United Nations International Childern’s Emergency Fund

USD

United States Dollar

VDC

Village Development Committee

VCDP

Vulnerable Community Development Plan

WB

World Bank
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Executive Director’s Report

Deepening Efforts in
Reaching the Poor

The Fiscal Year 2006/07 was the third year of the progamme implementation. The year
witnessed expansion of the programme in the newly added 19 districts while support for
initial six pilot districts continued. In addition to these districts, Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF)
also continuned support for implementing innovative programme in other 20 districts as
well under the special innovative window programme to capture replicable innovative
initiatives to reach to the poor.

Among the other key achievements of the year included the promulgation of Poverty
Alleviation Fund (PAF) Act by the legislature parliament in November 2006, IDA additional
grant of US$ 25m to PAF was negotiated and made effective, preparation of PAF longterm vision plan 2007-2022, preparation of PAF II based on long-term vision plan, update
on CO/PO manual and preparation of the social mobilization manuals that include
community institutional development and update on operarational, finanical and
environmental manuals, among others. After a break of the nearly a year, the PAF Board
came in existence, with the appointmnt of the VC in January 2007 and other Board
Members in June 2007. The PAF Act 2006 legitimized the PAF’s position and accepted it as
a national institution to tackle poverty. In addition to all, the World Bank indicated its
commitment to support additional US$100m for the PAF II programme, which is one of the
biggest grant assistance to Nepal to eradicate extreme poverty. Further IFAD also indicated
its commitment to co-finance PAF II programme with a grant assistance of US$ 4 M
opening other donors also to join PAF.

So the fiscal year saw added acceptabilty and recogniztion for PAF at the national level
as well as donors level. At the local level, a massive enthusiasm has emereged among
the poor in response to the programme with over 5,424 community groups organized in
Community Organizations (COs).
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Programme Implementation through Community
Organizations: Demand-Driven Community Proposal
and Direct Funding
Till the end of the reporting period, a total of 5,424 community organizations (COs) of poor
house holds were registered in PAF (5,131 from regular programme districts and rest 293
through Innovative Window Programme Districts). Out of total registrations, PAF made
agreement with 4,976 COs ( 4,689 from regular programme districts and rest 287 in
Innovative Window Programme Districts) and community are implementing the subprojects. The community demanded sub-projects includes agriculture, livestock, cottage
industries, trade and services in income generation category while micro-irrigation, link
road, culvert/bridges, micro-hydro, water supply, sanitation, school and health post
buildings falls under community infrastructure category.

So far agreements have been made with 4,976 COs amounts to NRs. 2,113,512,085. Till
the end of the reporting period, NRs 1,562,851,719 has been disbursed to community
non-operating account while NRs 1,138,968,245 has been disbursed to community
operating account.

If we see the trend of increasing community demands, the agreements were made with
595 COs amounting to NRs. 240,197,944 in FY 2061/62 (2004/05), while the agreement
were made with 1,070 additional COs amounting to NRs 526,156,592 in the FY 2062/63
(2005/06). In case of FY 2063/64 (2006/07), the agreement has been made with 3,293
additional COs amounting to NRs 1,347,157,549.

While anlyzing PAF’s progress against the stated yearly target, we have achieved over
100 per cent achievements in implementing different community sub-projects while in
terms of beneficiaries PAF recored a success of 232 per cent. (See Table I)

The community sub projects are in different stages of implementation. Second level of demand
and proposals have also started coming upon the completion of first cycle of projects.

Additionally, PAF considered financing 12 out of 20 winning innovative proposals of Nepal
Development Market Place (NDM)-World Bank. Agreements are made with those 12 POs that
amounts NRs. 14,758,416 to work in 22 VDCs of Bajura, Chitwan, Dolakha, Kailali, Kanchanpur,
Kathmandu, Myagdi, Morang, Panchthar, Parsa, Saptari, and Syangja districts serving about
8,634 poor households. Till the end of the fiscal year 2006/07, NRs. 14,298,492 has been
disbursed and implementation is in different stages. Furhter PAF is monitoring the World Bank
financed remaining 8 NDM projects in Dang, Khotang and Tanahun districts.
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Table I: Program Implementation Status for FY 063/64 (200607)(Based on expenditure)
Description

Yearly

Physical

Target

Progress

Income Generation
Sub-Projects – 6 districts

667

1,287

193

1,805

Infrastructure
Sub-Projects – 6 districts

379

154

40

854

1,714

1,334

78

3,321

2,750

2,775

101

5,980

50,000

105,547

232

169,584

-

3,401

1,268

642

Innovative Sub-Projects

Progress %

Cumulative
Physical
Progress

including 19 districts
Total Sub-Projects
Beneficiary Households
Community Organizations
VDC in 25 districts

4,976
50

Partner Organizations

642
221

Social Mobilization and Community Capacity Building
through Partner Organizations
The objective of PAF to select Partner Organizations (POs) is to facilitate Community
Organisations (COs) of poor households. The facilitation is being done in social mobilization,
organising COs, their capacity development, planning activities, carryout detailed survey
design & estimates, proposal submission, as well as it provides technical assistance and
monitoring during implementation. As such, 221 Partner Organizations (POs) are working
with communities (71 for Initial 6 Districts, 125 for Additional 19 Districts, 13 for Innovative
Window program and 12 for Innovative NDM-World Bank Programme). Till the end of
reporting period POs facilitated in total 744 VDCs (265 in Initial 6 Districts, 393 in additional
19- Districts, 64 in Innovative Window Programme Districts and 22 in NDM-World Bank
Programmes) and Community Organizations (COs) are working in those VDCs. Till the end
of reporting period 169,703 poor households in those VDCs are served.

Reaching out to Excluded Poor Community
Beneficiaries and Social Inclusion
PAF has taken strategy to support the idea that poor community should be organized
themselves to prepare, implement and manage their programme and they should be
in the driving seat, with decision making authorities. A social inclusion strategy to reach
out to the poor with focus on poor women, dalit and janjati is in place. Participatory
community well-being ranking process identifies the poor community households as
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primary beneficiaries at the settlement level. They are organized into community
organization (CO) to plan, implement and manage the sub-projects.

Among beneficiaries members in Community Organizations (COs), 69.1 per cent members
falls under hard core poor category (food sufficiency less than 3 months among other
criteria fix by community), 22.7 per cent members falls under medium poor category
(food sufficiency more than 3 months but less than 6 months among other criteria set by
the community), 7.5 per cent members falls under poor category (food sufficiency more
than 6 months but less than a year among other criteria set by the community) and 0.3
per cent members falls under marginal non-poor category with food sufficiency for a
year. Likewise, CO member households constitute 43 per cent dalit, 29 per cent janajati,
2 per cent Muslim, 21 per cent Bramhin/Chhetri and 5 per cent other ethnicity. Gender
wise, 66 per cent are female members in Community Organizations (COs).

CHART I: CO Members-Beneficary
Category
Marginal
Non Poor

0.3%
Poor

7.5%

Medium Poor

Hardcore
Poor

23.1%

69.1%

CHART II: CO Members-Ethinicity Wise
Muslim

Others

2.1%

5.1%
Bramhin/Chhetri

Janajati

27.5%

22.3%
Dalit

43.0%
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CHART III: CO Members-Gender Wise

Male

Female

34%

66%

Similarly, the key position holders in the community organisation such as President, Treasurer,
Secretary constitutes, 50 per cent Dalit, 26 per cent Janajati, and 2 per cent Muslim and
19 per cent Bramhin/Chettri, and 3 per cent other ethnicity. Gender wise, 55 per cent are
female key position holders in Community Organizations (COs).
CHART IV: Key Position HoldersEthinicity Wise
Muslim

2.0%

Others

3.8%
Bramhin/Chhetri

Janajati

24.5%

20.2%
Dalit

49.4%

CHART V: Key Position HoldersGender Wise

Female

55%

Male

45%
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When percentage beneficiary of PAF by ethnicity is compared with district percentage ethnicity
composition as shown in the graph below, it is clear that PAF has given priority to those
settlement where socially excluded groups such as Dalit and Janajati population is high.

CHART VI: District Ethnicity Composition vs. PAF
Coverage
Others

64.9

Dalit

43

Janajati

27.5

Others

29.5

Janajati
Dalit

19.3

15.8

District

CO Members
Beneficiaries

PAF’s outreach to Dalit and Janjati in programme districts is much higher than their average
population in these districts. Though the average population of Dalit in 25 programme
districts is 15.8 per cent, their share in PAF’s CO member is over 43 per cent. While Janajati
has a share of 19 per cent in the total population of PAF’s regular districts, their share in
PAF’s CO member is 27.5 per cent. Bramhin and Chhetri have relatively less share (22.3%)
against their district average population of 36 per cent.

As part of PAF’s special focus for Karnali region, PAF programme is being implemented in
all five districts of Karnali zone. A total of 648 community organizations are registered with
PAF, among which agreements have been made with 562 community organizations for
various sub projects implementation. Similarly, PAF is currently working in nine Terai districts
(5 regular and 4 innovative window districts). Out of 93 VDCs bordering India, PAF is
working in 22 VDCs and will expand its coverage in the next fiscal year.

If we compare the PAF beneficiaries’ households against the total poor households in the
regular 25 programme districts, PAF has already covered around 40 per cent of the poor
households as defined by the official poverty figures in those districts. We are yet to go extra
miles to cover the additional 60 per cent of the poor households in our programme districts.
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Sub-projects and Cost Sharing
The first priority of poor community is found in IG programme over the infrastructure
programme. In case of income generation sub projects, 73 per cent of them are directed
in livestock followed by 15 per cent trade related, and agriculture with 6 per cent, service
related with 4 per cent and manufacturing cottage industry related with 2 per cent.

CHART VII: PAF Benefitted Poor HHs
in 25 Districts
1,009,927

405,941

161,634

Total District
HHs

Total District
Poor HHs

PAF
Beneficiaries
HHs (39.8% of
District Poor
HHs)

Out of the total PAF investment, 86 per cent is directed to Income Generating sub-projects
and 14 per cent is in Infrastructure sub-projects.
CHART VIII: Sector-wise Distribution
of IG Sub-projects
Livestock related

73%
Traderelated

15%

Agriculture

6%

Manufacturing
and others

2%

Service

4%
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The infrastructure projects opted by the communities are Micro-irrigation, Drinking water
supply, Sanitation, Rural road, Bridge/Culverts, Energy related Micro hydro, Solar Energy,
Electricity line extention, Water Mill etc.

CHART IX: Distribution of Schemes by Sector (Cumulative)

578

434

292

85

75

68

65

61
8

Others

Ghatta/Rice Mill

Energy Production/Ext.

Building Construction

Bridge/Culvert

Rural/Trail Roads

Sanitation

Irrigation

Drinking Water Supply

While analyzing the cost sharing of PAF vs. community, PAF is investing 84 per cent of the total
sub-project cost. Community sharing is 15 per cent (8% in cash and 7% Kind) of the total subproject costs whereas other organizations mainly VDC/DDC are sharing project cost.
CHART X: PAF Investment Income
Generation Vs Infrastructure

Infrastructure Total

14%
Income
Generation Total

86%
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In case of Income sub projects, community is sharing 9 per cent in cash and 3 per cent in
kind whereas in Infrastructure sub projects, it is 1 per cent in cash and 26 per cent in kind.
CHART XI: Contribution in Sub
Projects
PAF

84%

Others

1%

CO Kind

7%

CO Cash

8%

Community Institutional Development
Community institutionalization process is also emerging in some of the initial districts where
community has felt a need to federate themselves for certain function. Multi-purpose cooperatives, co-operatives for single function and federation of COs are formed as per
communities need. The COs are federated or formed to co-operative to provide agro-vet
services to its members; to establish hatchery to make available chicks; to collect milk
from its members and link with market; to run diary and market; and to link to run savings
and credit and technical services to its members. Community organisation have also
started to from their own networks.

Collaboration Linkages in sub-project Implementation
at districts
The collaborative efforts are prioratized to supplement and complement with different
programme running in the district to bring about discernible impact in considerably less
time. There are several examples of collaboration with line agencies, local governments,
donor agencies and other programme to implement the programme and sub-projects
in the communities at district level. The programme are carried out in several palces in
co-ordination and as supplement or compliment with AEPC, REDP, UNICEF, SNV, CARE,
Winrock, District Agriculture Office, District Veterinary Office, District Education Office, NEA,
VDC, DDC etc.

The review and co-ordination meeting are organized in the districts from time to time
through DDCs which are initiated by PAF as well as by POs.
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MIS, Monitoring, Studies and Dissemination
Management Information System is continuously being developed as per the needs to
support the Portfolio Managers and PAF management.

All the sub-scheme proposals received from COs in facilitation of POs are field appraised
through Portfolio Managers and Individual SAs. POs are regularly monitoring the subscheme implementation from COs and providing monthly as well as trimester progress
reports. The Portfolio Managers and individual SAs are monitoring the scheme on sample
basis.

Further, field visits of DDC/VDC persons as well as politician were organized in the initiation
of POs. Several field visits are carried out by government officials and WB officials.

Public Audits are made mandatory in each community every six months. COs and POs
carried out yearly statutory audits of their expenditures. PAF is arranging audit of COs
accounts directly beginning from Siraha, Kapilbastu and Rasuwa districts.

A programme log-frame and monitoring indicators are developed based on lessons
learned. These are in the process of incorporation in the monitoring and reporting forms
and formats.

Baseline study for 6 pilot districts and baseline study for 19 new districts are carried out.
VDC prioritization studies were carried out for 25 districts based on census data from CBS
to formulate guideline to prioritize in selecting VDCs for program implementation.

The lessons are drawn from programme review workshops for both regular and innovative
programmes Benefit RR study for six pilot districts are carried out. Case studies were also
carried out in 25 districts. The Impact Evaluation is planned for next year.

Further, Draft Organizational need assessment for PAF expansion to 25 districts, Human
Resource Development Strategy, and communication strategy were prepared.

PAF is regularly disseminating implementation status, lessons and information through
PAF web site, fortnightly Radio program from Radio Nepal, fortnightly radio program from
Saipal FM Bajhang in regional language in mid-western and far-western region, fortnightly
TV program in Nepal TV and quarterly news letter of PAF “Jeevika”.
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Budget Expenditure
In this FY 2063/64 (2006-07), the expenditure is NRs 1,210,296,385 which is 96.51 per
cent of total budget of NRs 1,254,070,000.00. The expenditure in FY 2060/61 (2003-04),
FY 2061/62 (2004-05) and FY 2062/63 (2005-06) were NRs.5,781,379, NRs. 247,322,606,
and NRs. 493,505,927 respectively. Total expenditure of PAF till FY 2063/64 is NRs.
1,956,906,297.

CHART XII: Ratio of Cummulative
Expenditure upto FY 063/64
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PAF Operating/
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Community IG/Infra. & Innovative Through
PO/CO,
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(CO-79.2%, PO 13.13%)

94%

Out of the total PAF expenditure of NRs. 1,956,906,297 till FY 2063/64 (2006-07), 93.05 per
cent was in Program Implementation through CO & PO (CO 79.92% and PO 13.13%),
2.46 per cent in Monitoring, Training, Studies and Other Programme Support, 1.26 per
cent in capital investment for PAF and 3.23 per cent in PAF operation/ recurrent cost. Of
the total expenditure 94.6 per cent was from the World Bank IDA Grant and rest 5.6 per
cent from GoN source.

Currently the PAF Project is funded by IDA Grant with US$ 40m for four years till January
2009 (This constitutes initial US$ 15m and additional US$ 25m). IDA grant of US$ 100m
and IFAD grant of the US$ 40m are in pipeline and for this PAF Project II is under preparation.

Future Programme Expansion
PAF is planning to cover all 75 districts. Programme will be expanded in additional 15
districts in the Fiscal Year 2007/08 and additional 15 districts in FY 2008/09. Remaining 20
districts will be covered through poverty pocket approach. It is expected to cover 84 per
cent of poor households of Nepal by 2022.
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Challenges and the Way Forward
There is a high demand for the programme as the sub-projects originate at grass-root levels.
Communities have demonstrated their keen interest to undertake the programme and make
necessary contributions. The current challenge is to make a trade-off between rapid
implementation and institution building enhancing the technical capability of the community
organizations. In view of the wide varieties of activities undertaken within the sub-project, the
challenges faced for sustainability of the sub-projects that need to be addressed are:
• Linkage with market for sustaining income-generating activities.
• Providing appropriate technology support for different activities including linkages
with existing service structure
• Availing Insurance Safety-Net particularly for livestock
• Exploring an alternative to livestock based activities for landless poor
• Building Community Capacity to Manage Revolving Fund and Manage the Sub-Projects
• Raise awareness of community through functional literacy
While working towards above challenges, it is inevitable to work with diversified groups of
poor communities supporting each other and network for linkages and collaboration with
other programmes and line agencies to support communities in different areas of strength
of these programmes.
Further, legal institutionalization of Community Organizations through coalitions or formation
of functional co-operatives and establishment of strong linkages with VDC/ DDC are also
important for sustainability and long-term support to these community groups. PAF is
working with its exit strategy focusing on its strategic thrust to enable community to go to
sustained path to get out of poverty within a stipulated 5-6 years of time.
Monitoring, Research and Development needs to be strengthened further to
communicate lessons and support the implementation including capacity building of
main actors i.e. CO, PO, Local Bodies and PAF.
The organizational adjustments has to be done to response overall PAF programme
expansion needs.

Raj Babu Shrestha
Executive Director
PAF
January 2008
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CHAPTER 1

BRIEF
INDRODUCTION

The Context
With average GDP per capita of US$ 322 in 2006, Nepal remains the poorest in South
Asia and twelfth poorest in the world. Thirty-one per cent of population in Nepal is still
below poverty line.

The poverty rate is rural areas is much higher (35%) than the urban centers (10%), and
evidence suggests that inequality and regional disparities are increasing.
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The poor live predominantly in rural areas and engage in subsistence agriculture on
small plots of low quality land, have limited access to credit, infrastructure, markets and
basic social services, often because of remoteness, and rely heavily on seasonal migration
and remittance.

Certain caste, ethnic groups, women and those living in remote areas are socially excluded
and lag seriously behind in terms of income, assets, and most human development indicators.
Nepal can not even imagine development excluding this large population.

So the main issue before PAF is Reaching out to poor and excluded communities (Poor
women, Dalits and Indigenous people).
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PAF Goal
The goal of PAF is to help the poor find their way on a sustained path out of poverty.

The Objective
PAF will contribute directly to achieve the following national objectives:
• To attain the level of poverty to ten per cent in 20 years in pursuant with the long term
goal of Nepal Government; and
• To reduce poverty by half by the year 2015 as per the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).

The Strategy
To implement the programme PAF envisages the following strategies:
• Enable poor people through social mobilization and capacity building to organize
and obtain quality basic services in cost-effective and sustainable manner with their
direct involvement in identification, planning, designing, executing and managing,
operating & maintaining the schemes/ programme.
• Use Partner Organizations (POs) to help facilitate poor vulnerable people and their
community Groups or Organizations to implement the programme components,
and they include local bodies, NGOs/ CBOs and private sector organizations.
• Build partnership with various organizations working in its areas of operation at the village,
district and national level in order to ensure holistic development intervention to bring discernible
impact on poverty reduction and scaling up the programmes in considerably less time.
• Build PAF an independent, autonomous and a professional organisation sensitive to
the needs and aspirations of the poor, expected to comprise a lean and thin structure
with a core professional staff only and act as facilitator.

PAF Guiding Principles
Five fundamental guiding principles are followed in the operation of PAF activities.
1. Targeted to poor (Antyodaya): Seeking the prosperity of poor and disadvantaged at the
lowest end of economic ladder. The last is the first for PAF. PAF follows bottom-up approach
rather than top-down approach.
2. Social Inclusion (Samabeshi): Seeking the participation of Dalit, Janjati, Women and
other disadvantaged groups below poverty level.
3. Transparency (Pardarshita): All the activities of PAF are transparent. Every Community
organisation (CO) displays it activities on a Board in their community.
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4. Demand Driven (Mang Anusar): Programmes are designed based on the needs
and demands of the targeted people.
5. Direct Payment (Pratakchhya Bhuktani): Payment is made directly in the account of
community organisation. Every CO has opened a back account in the nearest bank
office as per the rule of PAF. This provides both empowerment and confidence in them.

Social Inclusion
Primary Elements of Social Inclusion in PAF programme are: (i) Addressing spatial exclusion
through focusing on most deprived districts, but at the same time providing services in
other poverty-stricken areas as well, (ii) Reaching the poor – the targeted beneficiaries,
and at the same time ensuring social harmony, (iii) Focusing on marginalized communities
ensuring community cohesiveness and solidarity.

PAF’s Social Inclusion Strategy includes: (i) Targeted Beneficiaries are Poor Women, Dalits and
Janajatis, (ii) at least 80 per cent of Community Organisation (CO) members are from Targeted
Beneficiaries, (iii) at least 50 per cent of CO members are Women, (iv) the Office Bearers
(Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer) of COs are from among the Dalit, Janajati and Female
members of the CO.

FIGURE 1.1: PAF’s Social Inclusion Framework for Reaching the Target Beneficiaries
Targeting

Key Actor

Tools/Methods

Districts

PAF Management

Development Indicators

VDCs

Service Agency
Portfolio Manager

VDC Prioritization
District+Level Stakeholders’ Consultation

Wards

Partner Organisation

VDC-Level Interaction

Settlements

Partner Organisation

Ward-Level Senstization
Social Mapping
Social Assessment

Community Organisation

CO

Identification of Target Households
Formation of COs
Registration of COs

Target Beneficiaries

CO

Project Development
Community Action Plan
Project Implementation
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The Programme Components
Social Mobilization, Income Generation and Micro Enterprises Development, Community
Infrastructure Development and Capacity Development are the four major programme
components of PAF.

Social Mobilization
The entry point of the programme implementation, Social mobilization is the prime
component of PAF. The identification of poor and formation of community organisation
with a group of poor households (30 in average) is the major activity under this programme.
Every programme VDC has a social mobilizer from the partner organisation. He/she is
responsible to assist the COs in sensitization, conscientization and organisation.

Literacy programme has been added now in each CO to help them with their literacy.
Poverty is very closely linked with education. Education helps to unleash one’s potential.

The objective of the social mobilization is to build up capacity of communities for
preparation, implementation, operation and management of community sub-projects
to enhance their livelihoods.
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Partner organizations identify the settlements of target communities based on the secondary
information available in the district: ethnicity, income level and access to basic service
facilities. The consultation is done with concerned stakeholders and key informants. After
identification of the settlement, POs facilitate communities for participatory social assessment/
well being ranking. Individual households of a settlement are categorized as the hardcore
poor, medium poor, poor and non-poor by the communities themselves.

Only hardcore poor, medium poor and poor are organized into Community Organisation
(CO) to ensure “poor take decision” for them. Community Organisation (CO) is formed with
membership from the defined household during social assessment. Community
Organisation with active participation of each member enlists problems, interest, needs
and aspiration. After seeking necessar y and relevant information, Community
Organisation identifies and prioritizes community sub-projects based on informed choice
and participatory way.

Community Organisation also seeks necessary help and facilitation from Partner
Organisation (PO) for technical assistance particularly in survey, design, market study,
pre-feasibility and feasibility studies. Economically, socially and environmentally viable
community sub-projects, prepared with participatory Community Action Planning (CAP)
process, are selected and developed into the community proposals and related project
is implanted in community.

Income Generation and Micro Enterprises Development
Every member will identify and choose IG activity based on demand driven approach.
Once the activities are identified by each member, the partner organisation is supposed
to develop that into project and submit to PAF through Portfolio Manager for funding.
Once TAC approves the proposal, an agreement is signed between CO and PAF and
money is transferred in respective CO’s bank account. In preparing the proposal the
partner organisation examines the soundness of the enterprise, so that the proposal is
economically and environmentally sound and technically feasible.

Income Generation and Micro-enterprise promotion is considered as a core activity of PAF
in order to enable target groups to gain access to food security, education and health.

PAF has been providing sustainable source of capital to the target groups in order to
launch and operate various economic activities as per their interest and capacity. The
capital is provided as a grant to the Community Organizations (COs). From which the
community Revolving Fund (RF) is created in order to cater the capital requirement to
launch and expand various economic activities to the target groups.
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PAF believes in demand driven approach. While launching the economic activities the
groups members have autonomy to choose the activities of their own interest and
capacity. During the activity selection, local resource potential, appropriate technology,
skill and market potential is fully considered.

The trainings like entrepreneurship skill development and business literacy/book keeping is
provided to target groups in order to enable target groups to launch and operate IGAs &
MEs profitably and sustainably. Apart from this, if the particular target group/CO members
require skill and technology up gradation on specific economic activities, their capacity is
strengthened by providing activities related trainings, orientations and exposures.

Community Infrastructure
Physical infrastructures such as health center, rural water supply, small irrigation, rural
road, trail, bridge and micro-hydro which provide the community different types of services
and facilities to improve their livelihood, and socio-economic standards directly or indirectly
may be termed as community infrastructure.
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Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF) aims to enable the poor, women and vulnerable groups including
Dalits,ethnic minorities and other socially excluded groups to gain access to community
infrastructures and advocates demand led community based approach for the
implementation of community infrastructures. Thus community themselves identify, demand,
take part in planning, implementation, operation and maintenance of community
infrastructures. There are two types of community infrastructures being demanded and
implemented by communities. Those are (1) Social Infrastructure which provide basic services
contributing to improving basic health and enhancing human capital such as: drinking
water supply, sanitation facilities, health post, school, community building, biogas, improved
stoves etc. and (2) Economic Infrastructure which contribute to increasing agricultural
production, ensuring access to the market centers, providing energy to run cottage industries
and small enterprises etc. such as; irrigation, rural road, trail, bridge, culvert, micro-hydro etc.

Capacity Development
Capacity Building and Human resource development is one of the main thrusts of Poverty
Alleviation Fund. Effective capacity Building/ Human Resource Development is the key
factor for PAF success. Effective and efficient capacity building procedure will reinforce to
sustainable development for communities for their livelihood income generating and
infrastructure efforts continuingly.

The success of PAF will largely depends upon how much the community members are
able to utilize their available resources and able to establish linkages to other groups.

The main objective of capacity Building and Human Resource Development is effective
implementation of PAF’s overall activities for Poverty Reduction of the targeted group through
motivated, committed and trained manpower and to strengthen the community member’s
capability for sustainable development by involving the poor themselves to undertake their
needs for poverty alleviation and improved quality of life. The concept of Capacity building
is “Help the communities to help themselves.”

The areas
• The capacity building of Community organisation (at the grassroots level).
• Capacity building of Partner organizations.
• Capacity building of PAF staffs.
• Observation study tour for staff and Board Members.
• Briefing and Reporting information to the concerned line Ministries, Prime Minister’s
Office, Auditor, Generals office, National Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance,
Financial Comptroller General office, Ministry of Local Development; World Bank.
• Programme Orientation for the local bodies and Micro entrepreneurs.
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• Interaction workshop with RB Bank for Fund flow Mechanism.
• Dissemination and coordination with INGO and NGO.
• Linkages development and access to available local resources.

Identification of Poor
Poor household are defined as the households whose food grain availability from self-operated
land, and wage earnings are to meet the food requirement of the family for less than a year.
• Hard core poor: Having only 3 months or less of food availability.
• Medium poor: Food availability for 3 to less than 6 months.
• Poor: Food availability for 8 to less than 12 months.

The identification of poor is done at the settlement level by the community members
themselves (self-selecting) based on objective criteria including accessibility to services
and indicators of poverty such as level of assets and income.
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Operational Modality
Partnership with POs
Based on the eligibility criteria, PAF first selects POs working in its operational areas.
Community based Organizations; Non governmental Organizations (NGOs), Private Sector
Organizations (PSOs), Local bodies such as District Development Committee (DDC),
Municipalities and Village Development Committee (VDC) and line agencies are the
potential POs for PAF. PO helps in social mobilization, facilitation, capacity building and
technical assistance to CO. PO facilitates CO to identify, plan, design, execute, operate
and maintain the community sub-projects. It also provides necessary technical support
for successful completion of the sub-project, and carries out monitoring of the sub-projects.

Selection of District and VDC
District selection is done on the basis of district level poverty monitoring indicators
developed by the Central Bureau of Statistics of the National Planning Commission..
CBS has categorized all 75 districts of Nepal into three groups, each group consisting of
25 districts, based on values of overall composite indices computed considering 28
relevant socio-economic indicators. PAF works in all 25 districts belonging to Group C –
categorized as most deprived districts. VDCs prioritization follows the district social
assessment and vulnerable community mapping. Prior consultation is done with District
Development Committee and different stakeholders at district level for VDC selection.

Selection of Households/Settlements
PO is assigned in one or more VDCs to identify the settlements with higher concentration
of PAF’s target communities. Participatory social assessment is done at selected settlement.
All households of a settlement are categorized into hardcore poor, middle poor, poor and
non-poor based on participatory well-being ranking.
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Community Organisation (CO)
Community Organisation (CO) is formed with membership from the defined household
during social assessment. Only hardcore poor, middle poor and poor are organized into
CO to ensure “poor take decision” for themselves. At least 80 per cent of the CO members
are to be poor women, Dalits and Janjaties. It is also mandatory that 50 per cent members
of a CO should be women, and key positions—chairman, treasurer and secretary—must
be fulfilled by a poor woman, Dalit and/or Janjaties. COs seek necessary help and
facilitation and apply for registration in PAF.

Community Sub-project Funding
CO with active participation of each member enlists problems, interest, needs and
aspiration. After seeking necessary and relevant information, CO identifies prioritized
community sub-projects based on informed choice through a participatory manner. CO
also seeks necessary help and facilitation from PO for technical assistance particularly in
survey, design, market study, pre-feasibility and feasibility studies. Economically, socially
and environmentally viable community sub-projects, prepared with participatory
Community Action Planning (CAP) process, are selected and developed into the
community proposals.
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Upon receipt of such community sub-project proposals from registered COs, the
proposals are assessed and approved for funding. However, such community subprojects must be either already incorporated in the VDC/DDC plan or ensure to be
incorporated in the coming fiscal year VDC/DDC plan. An agreement is signed between
PAF and CO and fund is disbursed directly to the CO’s non-operational account
immediately after the agreement. While the first installment is transferred to operating
account immediately, the subsequent installment are made after the CO accomplished
some progress and meet key milestones, which include physical progress report, financial
progress report, PO monitoring report, status of community contribution and revolving
fund, among others.

Community Sub-project Implementation
CO or beneficiary community is fully responsible for implementation of an agreed
community sub-project. If required, CO revises community action plan (CAP) and ensures
community contribution by developing community contribution plan, purchasing plan
and revised implementation schedule. In doing so, CO sometimes, seeks necessary
help from PO. PO facilitates CO for smooth implementation by ensuring necessary technical
assistance and capacity building. Community is fully responsible for the operation and
management of the sub-project and its sustainability.

Monitoring of the Programme
Participatory monitoring and supervision is adopted to monitor PAF activities in the field
and ensure timely and effective implementation of the community sub-projects. PAF
monitoring system monitors regularly and periodically at COs, POs and PAF levels. PAF
adopts participatory planning, monitoring and evaluation to ensure participation and
inclusion of the poor in their development activities. A system of public auditing and
public display of community sub-project information is mandatory to ensure transparency.

The Programme Coverage
Initially, in the Fiscal Year 2061/062, PAF started programme implementation in six districts
(Siraha, Ramechhap, Pyuthan, Darchula, Kapilvastu and Mugu).

Based on the experience gained in these six districts, PAF has expanded programme
coverage to an additional 19 districts from the fiscal year 2062/063. The new districts
include Achham,Baitadi, Bajhang, Bajura, Dadeldhura, Dailekh, Dolpa, Doti, Humla,
Jajarkot, Jumla, Kalikot, Mahottari, Rasuwa, Rautahat, Rolpa, Rukum, Sarlahi and Sindhuli,
thus covering all 25 districts belonging to the category of most deprived districts in Nepal.
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From the Fiscal year 2064/65 BS, PAF is adding up 15 more districts as regular
progremme districts falling in category B of the CBS. It is also beginning special
progremme in the VDCs bordering with India. PAF ultimately plans to cover all the 75
districts in the next three years.
Besides its regular programme districts window, PAF has also been working in other districts
through Innovative Special Window Programme to capture innovative initiatives of different
organizations/communities at different places.
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CHAPTER 2

PROGRESS
OVERVIEW

The achievements made by PAF during the fiscal year 2006/07(2063/64)
in various programme components are briefly presented in this chapter.
The progress status of each PAF programme district is shown in Annex 1.

Social Mobilization
PAF programme intervention at a settlement starts with rigorous social mobilization. PAF
partner organizations are working in selected areas to disseminate information about the
programme, mobilize community groups, work with them facilitating in developing sub-
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project proposals and develop their skills in project management, financial management
(FM), procurement, implementation, operation and maintenance.

CO Registration and Agreement
A total of 3,538 community organizations (CO) are registered in PAF in the reporting period
from regular and innovative window programme districts. Of the total, 109 are from
innovative districts.

In case of regular districts only, a total of 3,429 COs have been registered while 3,293
entered into an agreement with PAF.

The following graph shows the CO registration and agreement in 25 regular districts.

CHART 2.1: CO Registration Vs. Agreement
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CO Members and Beneficiaries
A total of 100,711 CO members have been involved in 3,293 CO agreements during the
reporting period from 25 regular districts. Of them, 51 per cent are from Terai, 27 per cent from
Mountain and 22 per cent from Hilly districts.

CHART 2.2: CO Member Distribution
by Region
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CO Members by Caste and Ethnicity
Of the total 100,711 CO members enrolled in COs during the reporting year , 42 per
cent are Dalits, 27 per cent Janajati and 24 per cent Brahman/Chettri, 2 per cent
Muslim and 5 per cent others. It shows clearly that PAF programme has reached to the
target communities.

CHART 2.3: CO Member Composition
by Caste/Ethnicity
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CO members by Poverty Ranking and Gender
In terms of poverty ranking, around 70 per cent CO members are from hardcore poor
category, who has food sufficiency for less than three months followed by around 24 per
cent medium poor category with food sufficiency for less than six months.

CHART 2.4: CO Member Composition by
Poverty Ranking
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While analyzing the gender-wise distribution of CO members by region, Terai has the highest
share of female members with 78 per cent while the Hilly districts have 68 per cent and mountain
districts have 63 per cent female members. Also women participation in CO is quite high with
69 per cent in overal scenerio.

CHART 2.5: Region wise CO Member Composition by Gender
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Total Beneficiaries
A total of 105,547 households have benefited from 3,535 different sub-projects during the
reporting period. Of the total household beneficiaries, 102,244 HHs are from regular districts
while remaining 3,303 HH from innovative districts. Of the total beneficiaries households 29,056
HHs are from mountain region, 51,161 HHs are from Hilly region, 22,027 HHs from Terai region
and 3,303 HHs are from innovative districts.
CHART 2.6: CO Sub-project Beneficiaries Households
(FY 2063/64)
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Coverage Expansion
Programme has been expanded in additional 256 VDCs of 25 programme districts in
the reporting fiscal year. VDC expansion is higher in Hills with 34 VDCs followed by Mountain
with 59 VDCs and Terai with 51.
CHART 2.7: New VDCs Expension (FY 2063/64)
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The PAF programme coverage has been accelerated significantly in the F.Y. 2006/
07. The total number of working VDC in the reporting year stood at 604 while 188
partner organizations have been facilitating the community organizations to execute
CO sub-projects in IGAs and Community infrastructures. (See the Table 2.1).
TABLE 2.1: Partner Organizations and
Working VDCs
Region

No. of POs

No. of VDCs

Mountain

49

174

Hill

77

251

Terai

62

179

188

604

Overall

Community Institutional Building and Sustainability
CO as an institution of the target communities, functions at a settlement level with full
participation of the target communities. It plays key role in settlement development
planning for socio-economic development, local human resource development and
livelihood improvement of its members.

PAF wants the COs to be sustainable in the long run, thus PAF extends its support to
COs in their bid to form network or turn into federations or cooperatives. Some of the
initiatives taken in this front by COs in Mugu, Siraha and Kapilvastu are noteworthy.
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TABLE 2.2: Some Institutional Development Initiative
District

Type (Federations/Cooperative)

Specific objectives/activities

Mugu

Cooperative: One cooperative has been
registered in Shrawan 2064, in joint efforts of

To provide agro-vet services to its members,
to establish hatcher y and make chicks

15 COs members of three VDCs, namely
Shreenagar, Karkiwada, Pina.

available in district for its members, to run
dairy at district headquarter by collecting
milk from its members.

Federation: 8 COs in Bishnupurkalti VDC has been
federated to run a chilling Center.

To establish & run Chilling Center for
marketing of milk products of its member.

Cooperative: 3 COs in Muskar VDC are
process to register a cooperative.

in

To run saving credit and provide technical
services to its members.

Cooperative: One cooperative has been
registered in joint efforts of COs at Dhankauli
and Rajpur VDCs.

A Multipurpose cooperative is in process
to run agro-vet services and collection and
marketing of milks from its members.

Federation: 357 buffalo raising farmers of five
VDCs namely Ganeshpur, Biddhyanagar,

Collection, Chilling and processing
produce milk products as well as

Bhagamanpur, Sirshihawa and Ramnagar have
established a federation of COs namedShivam
Dugdha Utpadak Community Organisation.

marketing. (Plant and Machinery of Chilling
Center is under installation).

Siraha

Kapilvastu
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Capacity Building and Human Resource Development
Human Resource Development and Capacity Building is one of the major thrust of PAF.
Implementing different activities on social mobilization, capacity building and providing
funds support to communities sub-projects requires an effective mechanism of capacity
building and human resource development. Procedures should be developed in order
to enhance skills and capacities for their sustainable livelihood improvement.

PAF’S capacity building is largely for the community organizations, partner organizations,
and at the secretariat level.

Capacity Building of Community Organizations in the Year
2063/2064
A total of 1,388 major trainings were organized during the reporting period with 27,865
participants. The trainings include account management, leadership development,
saving credit and revolving fund and enterprise development, among others.
TABLE 2.3: Details of the Major Capacity Development Activities
Capacity Building Activities

No. of CO

No. of Event

Total Participants

Training on account Mgmt.

413

279

7,531

Refresher training on account Mgmt.

218

88

2,556

151

3,336

Leadership development & group Mgmt. training
Refresher training on leadership development

208

58

1,023

Training on saving-credit & revolving fund mobilization

530

548

7,122

19

228

6,297

Training on enterprise development (TOPE)

Besides these key trainings, PAF also organized a number of other trainings like Training on
animal husbandry management, goat raising, buffalo raising, pig raising, fish culture, banana
farming, training on conflict management and institutional development, among others.

A total of 2,833 such events were held during the fiscal year covering 2,519 COs. The total
participants were 67,422. (Details see in Annex 2)

Capacity Building of Partner organizations
Partner organizations are the main responsible agencies for social mobilization in
settlement level and to facilitate community organizations. PAF aims to capacitate POs
first and through them seeks to capacitate COs in order to implement income generating
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and community infrastructure development activities in a sustainable way. For this 222
POs have been facilitating COs to implement activities. TOT given to POs are as follows:

• Social Mobilization
• Account Management
• Micro Enterprise promotion
• Public auditing

During the reporting period, a total of 34 different TOT on account management, enterprise
development and social mobilizations here held at the district level where 937 PO
representatives participated.
TABLE 2.4: Details of Different Types of TOT and Orientation Programme
Capacity Building Activities

Total No. of Events

No of Participants
Male

Female

Total

TOT on account Mgmt.

14

264

103

367

TOT on enterprise development

12

282

105

387

8

147

36

183

34

693

244

937

TOT on social mobilization
Total

Besides these key trainings, series of different coordination and review meetings were also
held in different districts. They include orientation on PAF to POs & political parties,
coordination meeting with DDC & Line Agencies & journalists, Inter PO coordination meeting
and District level programme review meeting, among others.
TABLE 2.5: Coordination and Review Meetings
Capacity Building Activities

Total No.

No of Participants

of Events
Male

Female

Total

Orientation on PAF to POs & political parties

13

286

70

356

Coordination meeting with DDC & Line Agencies & Jurnos

13

647

94

741

Inter PO coordination meeting

27

315

33

348

District level programme review meeting

22

278

72

350

Total

75

1,526

269

1,795
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PAF FREES

BHUM
BAHADUR
FROM ANNUAL
CONTRACT LABOR
A

C A S E

F R O M

P Y U T H A N

Bhum Bahadur Nepali, now 62, used to lead a life of ‘an annual contract labor’ (practiced
under Balighare system). For four decades, he used his skills of cutting, stitching and tailoring
to serve Bistas, so called higher caste community and elites of Bijuvar VDC-1 of the remote
Pyuthan district. His hard work and service round the year used to be returned with a
meager amount of foods, which were simply not enough to meet the food requirement of
his family. As he was forced to sell his labor cheaply, there was no signs and hope he would
manage to earn a decent income and living. But all that has become a past story for
Bhum Bahadur.
Two years ago, his long cherished dream to open and own a tailor of his own materialized
with a support of PAF. First Tikuri community organisation extended him an interest free loan
of Rs 5,000, then PAF-funded Munal community organisation provided him with an additional
fund of Rs 9,000 in loans. With it he bought an interlock machine. With the skills, today he has
many customers and earns a decent income. PAF’s support and his own commitment and
labor embarked him in a journey to freedom. Today he lives a free and self-sustained life.
“…I had no skills other than tailoring. With PAF’s support, my skill is fetching me a good
income these days,” Bhum Bahadur told Jeevika at his shop, which he has opened in Ward
no 4 of Bijura VDC. Bhum Bahadur’s shop takes order for stitching dresses for all age groups
of both the sexes. He has also kept the cost of his service at a slightly cheaper rate
compared to other tailors. That has helped him to attract more clients and secure more
business. “It comes to around Rs 6,000 a month,” said Bhum Bahadur, recalling how he used
to reel under crisis in the absence of sufficient income and independent earning
opportunities.
Freedom from Balighare system has enabled Bhum Bahadur to think big and plan for his
future and other family members. He is happy and excited when he says he has already
worked out a plan to expand his business, and a local NGO, Jana Jyoti Community
Development Center has come to his help to materialize it.
Bhum Bahadur is just one of hundreds of Dalits, who have managed to come out of their
depravity and win free life through PAF-run poverty reduction initiatives. His example has
also encouraged many others to organize and work for win decent living. There are more
than 52,000 dalits in Pyuthan district, according to Census 2001.
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Apart from above mentioned TOTs, orientations and exposures visits were also organized as
per requirement at the local level. Above all, a total of 140 different trainings were conducted
with 3,128 participants from Partner Organizations across the country. (Details see in Annex 3).

Capacity Building of PAF Secretariat
PAF Secretariat initiated capacity-building of professional staff to enhance knowledge
and skills. In the fiscal year 2063/2064, three professional staff participated in training
programme on Micro-finance Rural Development Bank (FINGO) in Kathmandu while four
other professional staff participated in a seminar entitled Bio Briquette Development in
Kathmandu. Similarly four PAF professional staff participated in a training programme on
Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation organized by ELD in Kathmandu. Likewise, one
support staff received training on Microsoft Certified System Engineer.

Various briefings and workshops were also carried out in PAF secretariat. They included,
workshop on case study development, workshop on setting Long-term Vision Plan of PAF,
Jetropha Plant alternative source of energy, Review of PAF Partner Organizations, Review
of Innovative Windows Programme, Presentation on Sustainable Soil Management
Programme, Demonstration on Wire Bridge System in Nepal and presentation on
preservation of solar energy in high altitude buildings, among others.

Study Tours of PAF Professionals
PAF professionals observed a number of community driven development initiatives in
Thailand, Philippines and Indonesia. Views on issues pertaining to poverty and poverty
reduction were exchanged during the visits. The tours remained very fruitful both for
visiting and host organizations. Details of the tours are as follows:

The first group of thirteen PAF professionals visited Republic of Philippines. The visiting
group observed community driven programmes in Bohol Province of the Philippines.
Similarly, the second group of eleven PAF professionals visited Doi Tung Programme in
Chiang Rai Province of Thailand.

The third group consisting of thirteen PAF professionals observed Kecamatan Development
Project in Tirtomoyo, a tiny village 100 km south of East Java in Indonesia. The Kecamatan
Development Project is the largest community development progarmme in the world.
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Income Generation & Micro Enterprises
Income generation is one of the major components of PAF programme. As it is community
demand driven programme, wide range of income generation activities have been
demanded and supported depending upon the potential and opportunities prevailed in
different geographical regions, availability of raw materials, resources, access to market, skill
and traditional occupation. Partner organizations are providing information to community
members and facilitating them on identifying potential income generation activities. As Nepal
is an agricultural country and about 80 per cent people are relying in this sector, majority of
income generation activities supported by PAF are related to agriculture/ livestock.

IG activities—Sector, HHs and Investment
Depending upon the demand, income generation activities supported by PAF so far
can be grouped further into different sectors like agriculture, livestock, services, retail
TABLE 2.6: Sector wise Income Generation Activities and Investment
S.

Sectors

Achievement

in FY 2063/64

Beneficiary
HHs

Amount in
NRs Millions

Percent of
HHs

8,618

51.5

10.3

58,759

730.6

70.4

1

Agriculture and forest related

2

Livestock related

3

Trade related

9,505

1,144.3

11.4

4

Service

2,622

30.1

3.1

5

Manufacturing and others

3,980

17.8

4.8

83,484

974.2

100

Total :
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shop, manufacturing and others. PAF investment by sectors as well as beneficiary
households involved in each sector has been presented in the table 2.6 and chart 2.8.

The chart shows, the IG activities demanded by COs and that have been supported by PAF
in the fiscal year 2063/064, are mostly related to livestocks followed by trade related activities.
CHART 2.8 Sector-wise Distribution of IG Subprojects
Livestock Related

75%
Trade Related

15%

Manifacturing
and Other

Service

3%

Agriculture and Forest Related

5%

2%

PAF Support in Livestock
Livestock has been the major demand from the communities. They are pursuing livestock for
different purposes such as, milk production, farming, transportation, and meat production.

The following table shows the breakdown of activities supported by PAF under livestock in
the reporting year. The table 2.7 shows that the farmers have been rearing livestock
mainly for meat, and milk production, farming, breeding and transportation purposes.
TABLE 2.7: Households Involved in Livestock Sector by Category
Category

Unit

Year 2063/64
Mountain

Hill

Terai

Total

1,698
10.6

6,341
39.6

7,970
49.8

16,009
100

Milk production

HHs
%

Farming/breading

HHs

4

515

1,623

2,142

%

0.2

24

75.8

100

Transportation

HHs
%

527
45.5

611
28.5

20
0.9

1158
75

Meat production

HHs
%

2,826
7.2

31,741
76.2

4,883
12.4

39,450
100

Total Livestock Sector

HHs
%

5,055
8.6

39,208
66.7

14,496
24.7

58,759
100
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In terms of ecological belts the table 2.7 shows that Mountain people are rearing livestock
for the purpose of transportation and milk production where hill population is pursuing
livestock for the meat and milk production. In case of Terai main purpose of livestock
rearing is milk production. The trend clearly shows that communities are themselves smart
in selecting activities based on accessibility, existing natural resources, and potential
markets. PAF has supported not only for the livestock but also associated activities in the
sector like setting-up animal treatment fund, establishing vet services, building village
level health workers etc to make it sectoral holistic. It beliefs that synergetic effect of
sectoral holism development brings about the holism of communities.

IG Activities Investment by Region
While analyzing the agriculture related IG activities, investment in vegetables is highest with
74.5 per cent followed by Bee Keeping with 7.8 per cent and fishery with 3.35 per cent.
TABLE 2.8: Sector wise Investment on IG Activities by Region
Category

Unit
Mountain

Cereal Crops

Year 2063/64
Hill
Terai

Total

NRs

0

943,460

118,710

1062170

%

0

88.82

11.18

100

Agro forestry

NRs
%

852,973
46.73

654,997
35.88

317,383
17.39

1,825,353
100

Bee Keeping

NRs

606,513.9

3,653,990

31,725

4,292,228.9

%

14.13

85.13

0.74

100

Cash Crop farming

NRs
%

0
0

393,260
45.92

463,100
54.08

856,360
100

Fishery

NRs
%

400,090.3
35.81

163,320
14.62

553,780
49.57

1,117,190.3
100

Fruit Farming

NRs
%

1,010,700
21.39

3,688,132
78.07

25,200
0.53

4,724,032
100

Vegetable Farming

NRs
%

2,870,277.2 16,533,397.25 21,182,411.9 40,586,086.35
7.07
40.74
52.19
100

Total

NRs

5,740,554.4 26,030,556.25 22,692,309.9 54,463,420.55

%

10.75

46.98

42.27

100%

Vegetable farming is found very effective to increase income of the poor household
within the short period, when the market is available for fresh vegetable. So demand is
high and the investment is also higher in vegetable farming.
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Community Infrastructure
Given the extreme remoteness of many communities and the virtually non-existence of
public infrastructure services, small investments in infrastructure and services can make
an important difference to the poor communities. The communities are often very clear
on what they need, and are willing to contribute within their means for investment. Partner
organizations (POs) facilitate the process of community organisation and to build up
capacity of community in preparation of sub-project proposals. Examples of sub-projects
implemented to date under PAF include footbridges, water supply schemes, community
meeting halls, schools, health facilities and other small-scale infrastructure, among others.

Number of Schemes
As of fiscal year 2063/64, a total of 368 infrastructure scheme were supported by PAF of
which 365 were from regular districts and three under innovative programme.

Distribution of Infra Schemes by region
While disaggregating the infrastructure related schemes in regular districts, a total of 192
are supported in Terai region followed by 98 in the Mountain and 75 in the Hilly region.

CHART 2.9: Distribution of Schemes
by region
192

98
75

Terai

Hill

Mountain

Distribution of Schemes by Sector
For the fiscal year 2063/064, further analyzing the infra related schemes, it is clear that
number of irrigation schemes (209) comes at the top followed by drinking water (43) and
Pani Ghatta/Rice Mill (30), among others.
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CHART 2.10: Distribution of Schemes by Sector
Irrigation

209

Sanitation
Drinking Water
Supply

43

Energy
Production/
Extension

Rural/Trail
Roads

30

4

Rural/Trail
Roads

22

Building
Construction

22

Ghatta/
Rice Mill

30

Others

2

3

Note: Building construction includes School Building, Health Post and Community Hall

A further analysis of schemes by region, schemes, beneficiaries and investment shows
that per schemes investment and beneficiaries are high in the mountain region while
it is opposite in case of the Terai, where beneficiaries households and investment is
relatively low in each scheme. As discussed earlier, the natures of schemes have
contributed for such difference.

CHART 2.11: Share of Regions in Schemes, Beneficiaries,
Investment and Investment/HH

Schemes

Beneficiaries HHs
Terai

Investment

Hill

Investment/HHs

Mountain

30

Chapter 1-4 (pp 1-90).pmd

30
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In terms of sector-wise distribution, the drinking water schemes are at the top both for
Mountain and Hilly region and same applies in case of the energy production/extension
sanitation and building construction. Irrigation support is the highest portfolio in Terai region.
TABLE 2.9: Sector-wise Distribution of Schemes by Region
Sector Type

Mountain

Hill

Terai

2

2

0

Building Constrution

15

7

0

Drinking Water Supply

25

15

3

Energy Production/Extension

19

3

0

Ghatta/Rice Mill

11

17

2

Irrigation

12

14

183

0

0

3

13

17

0

Bridge/Culvert

Rural/Trail Roads
Sanitation
Others

1

Total

98

1
75

192

Out of 365 infrastructure sub-projects, 52 per cent are from Terai followed by mountain
27per cent and hills 21 per cent.

CHART 2.12: Sector-wise Distribution of
Schemes by Region
Terai

52%

Hill

21%

Mountain

27%

Sector-wise Beneficiaries HHs by Region
Drinking water supply schemes have benefited the largest number of people both in
case of Mountain and Hilly region where as rural roads have benefited the most in Terai
region. (See Table 2.10).
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TABLE 2.10: Sector-wise Beneficiaries HHs by Region
Sector Type

Mountain

Hill

Terai

Total

214

40

9,078

9,332

Building Constrution

1,234

585

3,770

5,589

Drinking Water Supply

3,071

1,119

4,319

8,509

Energy Production/Ext.

2,801

203

1,348

4,352

379

48

19

446

1,791

478

4,681

6,950

91

44

15,473

15,608

Sanitation

611

910

1,737

3,258

Others

200

-

358

558

10,392

3,427

40,783

54,602

Bridge/Culvert

Ghatta/Rice Mill
Irrigation
Rural/Trail Roads

Total

PAF Investment by Region
PAF investment by region shows that the highest investment is made in Mountain region
(38.1milion) followed by Hilly region (19.3 million) and Terai (2.9 million).
CHART 2.13: Distribution of Schemes
by Region (NRs in Million)
38.1

19.3

2.9

Mountain

Hill

Terai

Cost Sharing by Region
PAF contribution share is highest in Terai with 82.9 per cent followed by mountain with 73.2
per cent and 58.7 per cent in Hilly region. The Community contribution is high in hilly
region with 28.1 per cent while it is 22.4 per cent in case of Mountains and 17.1 per cent
in the Terai region.
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CHART 2.14: Investment Share by
Region
82.9%
73.2%
58.7%

28.1%
22.4%

17.1%

13.1%
4.5%

0%

Mountain

Hill
PAF

Terai

CO Cash/kind
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Special Window Programme
PAF has been implementing special window programme (Innovative) beyond its 25 regular
districts. This programme has been focusing on adopting innovative concept, ideas,
process, technology etc for improvement of livelihood of target community. During the
fiscal year 2063/064, PAF has been only continuing it regular innovative cases and none
of the new cases has been selected. Among the selected cases, most of them have
been extended and some were closed after finishing its targeted programme.
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TABLE 2.11: Following is the list of Innovative Cases Supported by
PAF and Status till Date:
S.N. Name & Address
of Partner
Organisation

Innovative Concept,
Process/Technology

Working Areas Remarks

1

M u l t i p u r p o s e Breed improvement of Goat and
D e v e l o p m e n t PigSeed improvement in vegetable
Management Sevices production.
(MDMS) Nepal, Morang

Sisbani Badahara
VDC

2

Mahila Bayabasayik Organic fertilizer production
Kirshi Samuha, Morang for
community
livelihood
improvement.

Tankisunawari VDC On going
and Baijanathpur
VDC, Morang

3

Manohari Developmet Integrating livelihood improvement
Institute (MDI) Nepal, of Tribal poor (Chapang and
Makawanpur
Tmang) community through agro
foresty, Plastic water harvesting tank
construction and link road
construction.

11
VDCs
on On going
Northwestern part
of Makawanpur
District

4

Eco-System (Jaldevi
Ghat Comminity
Organisation,
Nawalparasi)

Dadajheri
Tadi On going
VDC, Ward No. 1,
Nawalparasi

5

Marshyandi Khola Micro Construction of Micro Hydro
Hydro Project Users Project in Coordination with REDP
Committee, Baglung
Through Target Community.

Amarbhumi VDC
ward no 6 & 7,
Baglung

Completed

6

Phalakhu Khola
Bogatitar Irregation
Project, Rashuwa

Joint Collaboration with other
donor sources and Commmunity
Based Irrigation Project.

Laharipouwa VDC
ward No.1, 2, 3,
Rasuwa District

On going

7

Bhari Water Irrigation
Ugers Committee
(Gumi Irregation
Project), Surkhet

Commmunity Based Rehabilitation
Irrigation Project.

Gumi VDC Ward
No. 2, Seraphant,
Surkhet.

On going

8

FOCUS Nepal,
Dhading

Social Mobilisation for Local
Resources Management and
Enterprise Development for
Deprived Groups ‘Chepang’ of
Dhading District.

5 VDCs of
Dhading District

On going

9

Made Nepal

Vegetable Farming in lease land
for poverty reduction.

5 VDCs of Chitwan On going
District

10

NNSWA, Kanchanpur

Livelyhood inprovement
programme for Freed Kamiya.

9 VDC and 1
Municipality of
Kanchanpur
District

On going

12

Nepal water
Conservation
Foundation, Lalitpur

Facilitation support to Social
Mobilisation
for
Rope-way
construction in Bhattedanda.

Lalitpur

Completed

13

Madan
Bhandari Education Loan programme for
Memorial Academy, Vocational Training for Deprived
Urlabari, Morang
Community Students.

Construction of Suspension bridge
through target community.
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On going

Selected students On going
from Shiraha,
Mahottari, Sindhuli,
Rautahat,
Ramechap,
Rasuwa, Sarlahi,
Jhapa, Morang
District
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Nepal Development Marketplace (NDM) 2005
World Bank announced Nepal Development Marketplace 2005, branded locally as the
“Lau Na Aba Ta Kehi Garaun!” awarded cases ware completed their programme in this
year. Among 20 innovative awarded ideas, some of them have been replicating in other
places and rests are on the process to extension in the same areas.

TABLE 2.12: Following is the list of NDM cases funded by PAF
S.N. Name & Address
of Partner
Organisation

Innovative Concept,
Process/ Technology

Working Areas Remarks

1

Environment and
Public Health
Organisation

Microfinancing and susbsidy
scheme for arsenic filters to
the community People.

2 VDCs of Parsa

2

Global Multiple
Cooperative
Organisation

Pigeon keeping for IG.

17 VDCs of Saptari Completed

3

Fewa matsya
Byawasayi Samitee

Fish cultivation in lake (cage
system) and rice field for IG.

Sahadev &
Completed
Taulaha of Kailali
and Shoba Taal of
Kanchanpur

4

District Agriculture
Dev. Office, Morang

System of Rice Intensification
(SRI).

Morang and
Panchthar

Replicated
in Shiraha
district

5

Suspa Educational
Dev. Committee

Cardoamom cultivation in
community forest.

Suspa VDC,
Dolakha

Completed

6

FECOFUN, Parphing

Briquette production.

Dhakshinkali VDC,
Kathmandu

Completed

7

NEST

Integrated approach in agro
based IG project.

Biruwa Archale
VDC, Syangja

Completed

8

District Coffee
Producers’
Association, Syangja

Oramge
and
coffee
production and marketing
management, establish
collection centre.

Arcjunchaupari
and Dahathum
VDCs and
Putalibazar
Municipalit,
Syangja

Completed

9

MILAN, Myagdi

Healthy
women
for
sustainable development.

Myagdi

Completed

10

Himanchal High
School with technical
support of ICAST,
Myagdi

Introducing WI-FI technology
to rural areas.

Six villages of
Myagdi

Replicated in
Makawanpur
district

11

Salt Trading
Corporation

Evaporative cooling
technolgy for IG and food
preservation.

Chitwan and
adjoining districts

Completed

12

Gift Bajura

Small
business
and
micro–enterprise support
project.

Dhahakot and
Mankot VDC of
Bajura district

Completed
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PAF is currently engaged in discussions with the World Bank to announce 2008 NDM
award and to work together to select innovative project to harness innovation.

Monitoring, Evaluation and Research
Baseline Study
Monitoring and Evaluation baseline data has been established by conducting baseline
survey of six programme pilot districts namely Darchula, Mugu, Kapilvastu, Pyuthan,
Ramechhap and Siraha including three control districts Okhaldhunga, Dang and Bajura
in close coordination with the World Bank. The baseline data were collected based on the
instrument designed jointly by The Central Department of Population Studies (CDPS),
Tribhuwan University, Kirtipur, PAF and World Bank. One day workshop was conducted to
finalise the questionnaire. The survey was done by CDPS in 145 Primary Sample Unit (PSUs)
and 2,170 sample households.

VDC Prioritization
VDC prioritization was done by the Multy Disciplinary Consultancy (P.) Ltd. based on the
secondary data of CBS and election commission. Least developed VDCs list in each
19 additional regular programme districts were prepared for programme
implementation purposes.

Programme log-frame and Monitoring Indicators
Five days workshop entitled “Monitoring and Evaluation (M& E) System Development for
PAF” was organized on July 27-31, 2006. The workshop has developed Programme log
frame. Based on the experience gained during the programme implementation,
monitoring indicators for different income generating and community infrastructure subprojects were developed.

Benefits and Impact
The benefit - rate of return (RR) study for income generating and community infrastructure
project implemented in six pilot districts were carried out.

Review Workshop
Three days workshop (May 10-12, 2006) was organized on review and sharing experience
among the partners of six pilot districts and PAF. Programme implementation experience were
shared among the 68 participants particularly programme coordinators of partner organizations
and professional staffs of PAF. Workshop identified and analysed issues, documented lessons
and success cases in programme implementation in pilot districts and further recommended
future strategies and actions on identified issues including action plan outline.
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Thematic presentations were also made in the workshop on Social Mobilization and
sustainability, revolving fund management, and livestock insurance.

Similarly, a three-day (November 14-16, 2006) workshop entitled ‘Workshop on Review
and Sharing of Experiences of Innovative Projects for PAF’s Future Programming’ was
organized to review innovative projects with the participant over 135, representatives
from various grass root organisation, partner organizations, senior government and World
Bank official, experts and other stakeholders. The workshop had reviewed innovative
programmes under innovative window that benefited 7,228 households of 180
community organizations of 10 districts namely Baglung, Dhading, Jumla, Kanchanpur,
Makwanpur, Morang, Nawalparasi, Rasuwa, Sarlalhi and Surkhet. It also reviewed 12
innovative projects financed by PAF under World Bank’s Nepal Development Market Place–
2005 in 12 districts serving 8,364 households.

Manuals Update and Development
The following is the list of manuals updated and developed in the reporting period.
1. Updated PAF Operational Manual
2. Updated PAF Financial Management Manual
3. Prepared Social Mobilization Guideline for Poverty Alleviation
4. Prepared Environmental and Social Evaluation Guideline for Sub-projects
5. Participatory M&E System Manual

Forms and Format Update
Different reporting and monitoring forms and formats were updated based on the
experience gained during the programme implementation.

Appraisal and Monitoring Activities
• A special monitoring on PAF activities in Dadeldhura for better livelihood of the poor is
carried out in order to learn appraisal needs. Similarly, a study is carried out on PO
monitoring system.
• POs are regularly monitoring the sub-scheme implementation from COs and providing
monthly as well as trimesterly progress reports.
• The Portfolio Managers and individual SAs are monitoring the scheme on sample basis.
• All the sub-scheme proposals received from COs in facilitation of POs are field
appraised through Portfolio Managers and individual SAs. About 4,804 sub-project
proposal received from different community organizations were subjected to field
appraisal. About 2,200 mandays of SAs input was provided to appraise around
3,100 COs sub-schemes.
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• About 3,909 sub-projects were monitored through Portfolio Managers and individual
SAs. Further, about 1,070 mandays has been used to monitor about 1,500 COs schemes.
• Public Audits are made mandatory in each community in every six months.
• COs and POs carried out yearly statutory audits of their expenditures. PAF is arranging
audit of COs accounts directly, beginning from Siraha, Kapilvastu and Rasuwa districts.

Management Information System in PAF
PAF envisions Management Information System (MIS) to maintain effective flow of
information at all levels (PAF, PO, CO). The major areas of information flow will include: the
nature and sequence of activities implemented, inputs provided, sources from which the
inputs are derived, output expected, target beneficiary and mechanisms adopted for
the interaction with key stakeholders. MIS development of PAF during this fiscal year 2006/
2007 was mainly concentrated on functional level features as well as data integrity and
data security.

The progress status and way forward relating to MIS is described below:

CBS standard database
VDC level and district level information are made with CBS standard incorporating CBS
District codes and VDC codes.

Introduction of SQL Server
With growing numbers of users and volume of data, all the databases in the MS Access
were migrated to the SQL Server. This has enabled large number of data handling and
full data security.

MIS Development
MIS development was mostly focused on functional level. Unit wise database are
developed such as Programme Management Information System, Financial
Management Information System, Library Management, Inventory Management System,
Human Resource Management Information System and Contract Management System.

Miscellaneous
Users of the databases are well oriented for operating the database. Web site of PAF is
regularly maintained and updated. Technologies that are used for MIS is well managed
and maintained.
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Coordination and Partnership Forging
Coordination and Partnership forging with development partners and related stakeholders
is the basic working process for PAF to bring synergy and discernible impact on reducing
the extreme form of poverty.

PAF is flexible to extend complementary as well as supplementary support to the project
designed for target communities. There are different approaches being practiced to work
with different organizations. For example, PAF has signed a memorandum of understanding
with AEPC to support in micro-hydro projects. PAF is also working with different organizations
in project cost sharing basis in most of the infrastructure works, while DDC/VDCs are making
cash contribution. District level line agencies are providing technical services to the
communities where the activities have been funded from the PAF.

Nine micro-hydro sub-projects were supported in Pyuthan, Jumla, Dadeldhura, Darchula,
Humla, Baglung and Mugu district in partnership with AEPC/REDP, Nepal Trust, GEF, CSP/
DFID, UNDP/PCP and CARE Nepal. Similarly two lift irrigation projects were supported in
Pyuthan in partnership with LFP/BPC. Similarly, two drinking water supply projects were
supported in Mugu and Darchula in partnership with DDC and DFDP. System of Rice
Intensification programme has been implemented in Siraha on technical support of
District Agriculture Office. There are several examples of various micro-projects like wooden
bridge, culvert construction, trail road /rural road construction in collaboration with DDC/
VDCs. Emphasis has been given to work in collaboration with private and non-government
organisation such as Dabur Nepal and ANSAP. Communication Centers is established in
Bajang in partnership with Winrock International. Rural electrification works has been
undertaken in collaboration with NEA in Siraha and Kapilvastu.

Priority has been given to encourage and empower community to take services from the
line agencies whenever they need. Functional groups like micro-hydro users group,
irrigation user groups, and drinking water users groups have been registered in District
Water Resources Committee.

Communications
PAF communication stresses on the need of making different stakeholders aware of the
PAF works and its unique working modality. With the basic understanding of the “one size
does not fit well for all”, PAF is pursuing various communication channels and means to
reach out the diverse audiences across the country.
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BUFFALO REARING

RAISES
INCOME
OF DHAN BAHADUR
A

C A S E

F R O M

S I N D H U L I

Dhan Bahadur Thami is a resident of Bhundiphor village, Mahadevsthan VDC - 6 in Sindhuli.
He has a five-member family. Crop he harvestsed from about 15 kaththa of sloppy land did
not meet his food requirements for even six months. During off seasons, he worked as daily
wage laborer in the village to make extra money to support living. But the labor barely used
to generate enough money. It was common for his family to go to bed without any food.
But thanks to PAF, it has become a story of the past.
With PAF’s financial support, Dhan Bahadur is presently rearing a buffalo. It gives about 3
liters of milk every day. From the milk, he produces up to 3 pathi of ghee in a month, and
its sale fetch him an income of about Rs 3,000 every month. This has improved the financial
situation of Dhan Bahadur family.
Dhan Bahadur is happy with the change in life. “Sales of ghee has made life easier …
Earning from works as a daily wage laborer used to be meager. Today, I get Rs 125 for
about half kg of ghee,” said he. He thanked PAF for enabling him to rear buffalo.
Travel to Bhundiphor village takes three-hour walk along the earthen road from Sindhulimadi,
the district headquarter, and additional 20 minutes of uphill trek. The village harbors Thami
community, a community that is becoming fast extinct. Most of the residents of the village
cannot feed themselves for more than six months from their regular harvest. PAF has
implemented various programs in the village targeting these poor community members.
Abhimukhi Sewa Community Organisation has been formed by members such as Dhan
Bahadur. A total of 41 households are incorporated in the CO. With PAF support, Dhan
Bahadur has acquired Rs 18,000 in loans from the CO to buy the buffalo.
“…I wished to rear buffalo since long, but had no money. Thanks to PAF, It has helped me
fulfill this dream,” said Dhan Bahadur. Rural Development Service Nepal, a nongovernmental organisation, is extending facilitation services to Dhan Bahadur and other
poor communities of the village.
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Some of the major activities in PAF communication included, continuation of TV and
Radio Programme from the national level, supporting Local FM Radios to make them
pro-poor, partnership with regional media centre for wider outreach and to make media
coverage sensitive to the poor.

O t h e r a c t i v i t i e s i n c l u d e d t h e c o n t i n u o u s u p d a t e o f t h e PA F w e b s i t e
(www.pafnepal.org.np), publication of newsletter ‘J eevika’, publication of PAF
calendar, production of Deuda Geet for awareness, collection of success stories
and cases, updates on Brochures and

preparation of district profile and

performance reports. To cover 18 districts of the Far and Mid-western development
regions, PAF has been mobilizing

Far Western Development Centre for the

development of pro-poor media in the region. The centre is organizing journalists’
briefings and orientations in the region.

Financial Management
PAF Financial Management System consists of three pillars namely- Financial Planning,
Financial Management and Financial Reporting. Financial management is directed by
Applicable Accounting Standards which is accepted both by Government of Nepal and
World Bank. It also fulfills the requirements of partner organisation. Financial Management
System of PAF is governed by Financial Management Manual (FFM).

PAF accounting system is based on cash basis. It maintains all books of accounts relating
to receipts and expenditures. PAF maintains its books of account on computerized
accounting software-Fin App.

For effective implementation of PAF activities and monitoring of documents, regular
auditing is done by internal and external auditors. M/S Sunder & Company is assigned as
internal auditor and external audit is carried out by office of Auditor General.

For effective planning and monitoring of funds, PAF has opened Main account in RBB.
Along with main account separate bank accounts are opened for PAF operating expenses
and for Programme expenses. Also, RBB has opened Non-operating and Operating
bank account for each community organisation in their concern districts.
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FIGURE 2.2: The funds flow modality of PAF with community
organisation is as follows:

PAF Main A/C
PAF
Level
(Centre)

PAF Operating A/C

PAF Programme A/C

Community Non
Operating A/C
CO
Level
(District)

Community
Contribution

Community
Operating A/C

Partner
Organisation (PO)
provide Technical
Assistance to
Community
Organisation
(CO)

PAF prepares Financial Monitoring Report (FMR) on a trimester basis for the purpose of
review by internal management and reporting to the World Bank. The report is comprised of
different sections including brief description of project progress. The financial monitoring
report is the comprehensive report that includes various reporting formats, which cover
financial and physical progress, contract expenditure and procurement information. The
report 2A discloses the information on sources and uses of funds. Likewise, 2B provides
information on uses of funds by project activity and 2C is the section that gives information
on IDA eligible expenditure and the disbursement status. Section 2D is for reconciliation
statement of special account and the projection for the forthcoming trimester.

Review of physical progress section provides all information on the achievement against
planned with regards to major physical indicators set by PAF. Contract expenditure report
has two parts- goods and consultants. Furthermore, goods and consultancy are
categorized on the basis of prior or post review threshold. Similarly, procurement section
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has two parts -goods and consultancy. Furthermore, procurement of consultant has
been categorized as individual consultant and firm consultant. Whether procurement is
prior or post review depends upon the threshold for procurement of goods and consultants.
So far FMR has been produced manually. The Financial Management System (Fin App)
will generate the FMR within the coming six months.

Financial Status for Fiscal Year 2063/64
In FY-2006/07 (2063/64), total PAF expenditure of NRs.1,210,296,384.99, 96.51 per cent
of allocated budget) as compared to FY -2005/06 (2062/63), where total expenditure is
NRs 493,505,927.29 which is 97.1 per cent of the allocated budget.

Out of total expenditure in FY 2006/07, 94.52 per cent in programme implementation
through COs and POs, 2.50 per cent in monitoring, training, studies and other support,
0.87 per cent in capital investment for PAF and 2.11 per cent in PAF operation/ recurrent
cost. Out of the total expenditure, 99.25 per cent is from IDA grant and the rest 0.75 per cent
from GON source.

Project implementation period for Poverty Alleviation Fund has been designed for four
years. Estimated disbursement from the IDA for the project period is US$ 40 million. The IDA
disbursement by the end of FY 2006/07 has been US$ 15,658,508.13 under different
categories (including initial deposit US$ 3,499,990). The remaining IDA expenditure is
slated to be reimbursed/replenished at the beginning of FY 2007/2008.

In FY 2006/07 (063/064), the annual budget was estimated to be NRs.1,254,070,000 of
which 3.65 per cent was provisioned under recurrent cost and the rest 96.35 per cent was
under programme and capital cost. Expenditure Trend is as follows:
TABLE 2.13: Expenditure Trend
Activities

FY 2006/07
(2063/64)

%

FY 2005/06
(2062/63)

%

1,143,957,580.02

94.52

449,760,365.68

91.14

Operating Cost

25,506,726.87

2.11

22,009,606.68

4.46

Capital cost

10,530,961.14

0.87

9,483,595.72

1.92

Training workshop

30,301,116.96

2.50

12,252,359.21

2.48

1,210,296,384.99

100

493,505,927.29

100

Programme Cost

Total
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CHART 2.15: Expenditure in
FY 2006/07 (2063/64)
Programme
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CHART 2.16: Expenditure in
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Disbursement Status to CO
Fund Disbursement has to be made against contracts (sub-project agreements) with
Community Organisation (CO) in two or more trenches while it needs to maintain controlling
mechanism based on agreed upon milestones.
TABLE 2.14: Disbursement Status to CO
Description

FY 2006/07 (2063/64)

%

NOA

OA

Initial 6 Pilot districts

208,196,879.34

265,228,577.40

Special 19 Districts

742,094,656.71

Innovative special

FY 2005/06 (2062/63)

%

NOA

OA

127.39

245,813,692.07

190,187,072.91

77.37

553,829,350.29

74.63

101,321,073.11

12,163,574

12

29,597,599

29,468,751.07

99.56

36,748,526.84

23,992,175.90

65.29

979,889,135.05

848,526,678.76

383,883,292.02

226,342,822.81

window districts
Total
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At the request of PAF, Rastriya Banijya Bank (RBB) the official bank of PAF, opened two
accounts in the name of each CO. Non-operating Account has some control of PAF while
Operating Account is under CO’s full control. For the sake of PAF accounting purpose,
once the fund from the Programme Account of PAF is transferred to the Non-operating
Account of the COs, it is treated as expenditure of PAF.

Based on the community demand, several activities related to income generation and small
infrastructure sub-projects are being implemented. In the FY 2006/07 (2063/64) PAF has disbursed
NRs. 979,889,135.05 to the Non-operating Account of COs .Out of the total fund disbursed to the
Non-operating account, NRs 848,526,678.76 i.e. about 87 per cent has been transferred to the
operating account. Attempt is being made to minimize the gap between the Non-operating
Account and Operating Account for smooth and efficient financial management of PAF.

Disbursement Status to PO
In the FY 2006/07 (2063/64) 209 Partner Organisations (PO)—including those of regular as
well as innovative districts— have been working with the COs in the PAF districts for which
PAF has disbursed NRs. 164,068,444.97. Out of which NRs. 139,277,753.52 is allocated
for Social mobilization and Monitoring & Evaluation and NRs. 24,790,691.45 is allocated
for Capacity building activities.
TABLE 2.15: Disbursement Status to POs
Description

Initial 6 Pilot

FY 2006/07 (2063/64)

FY 2005/06 (2062/63)

SM and M&E

CB

Total

52,878,456.34

8,778,690.27

80,400,397.61

5,998,899.57

SM and M&E

CB

Total

61,657,146.61

30,491,725.93 4,829,556.23

35,321,282.16

13,499,847.75

93,900,245.36

19,654,926 2,772,509.50

22,427,435.50

2,512,153.43

8,511,053

districts
Additional 19
Districts
Innovative

6,430,827.64

1,697,528.36

8,128,356

56,577,479.57 9,299,594.09

65,877,073.66

special
window
districts
Total

139,277,753.52

24,790,691.45 164,068,444.97
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CHART 2.17: Proportion of Fund
disbursement to POs by
Programme district type
FY 2006/07 (2063/64)
Special 19
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57%

Initial 6 Pilot
Districts

38%

5%
Innovative Special Window Districts

CHART 2.18: Proportion of Fund
disbursement to POs by
Programme district type
FY 2005/06 (2062/63)
Special 19 Districts
Initial 6 Pilot Districts

54%
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Innovative Special Window Districts
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POULTRY HELPS

BHUSAL TO
REALIZE A
DREAM
A

C A S E

F R O M

R A S U W A

Bhawani Bhusal, a dalit woman, 27 now symbolizes a hope and success in her village.
Member of Pragatisil Community Organisation, Dhaibung VDC-1, Itpare, Rasuwa.Rasuwa
Bhusal is now rearing 1000 chickens in her poultry firm.
She has already sold two lots of chickens and made a good profit out of it. She said she was
able to fetch a net profit of Rs 30,000 through the sale of chickens within the last six month. She
says she would earn another Rs 30,000 through the sale of the chickens in the next two months.
A landless dalit, Bhusal had taken a financial assistance of Rs 15,000 from PAF, provided
through her community, to expand her business. She was initially provided Rs 5,000 and
basic trainings from UNDP sponsored MEDP programme.
“PAF assistance has helped me to expand the business to a further high as I was seeking to
expand the enterprises”, Bhusal said. She said that earnings have helped her to educate
three children and support other daily needs. The earning is also helping to feed her
husband, who is suffering from paralysis, unable to move his lower part of the body. Of the
total 27 households covered by the community organisation, all house households belong
to the dalits except one Brahman.
She has constructed a new house through the profit and runs the chickens firm in the upper
floor of the recently constructed house. She is yet to pay the cost of the land where she has
constructed her new house. She says she would manage it in next couple of months.
A former daily wage earner, Bhusal is full of hope now.
“I want to expand the business”, says elated Bhusal. Since the village is joined with the all
weather roads that links district headquarter, Dhunchhe, Syarphu, Kalikasthan and
Kathmandu, market is not a problem.
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CUMULATIVE
ACHIEVEMENTS

This chapter discusses the cumulative achievements made by
PAF by the end of the fiscal year 2006/07(2063/64) in various
programme components.
The analysis in this chapter includes the regular districts divided on the
ecological basis. For this purpose, Mountain districts include Bajhang,
Bajura, Darchula, Humla, Jumla, Kalikot, Mugu, Rasuwa while Achham,
Baitadi, Dadeldhura, Dailekh, Doti, Jajarkot, Pyuthan, Ramechhap, Rukum,
Rolpa, Sindhuli are hilly districts and Terai region includes Kapilvastu,
Mahottari, Rautahat, Sarlahi and Siraha. The cumulative achievements
of every regular programme districts is shown in Annex 1.
Similarly, Innovative District includes Chitwan, Dhading, Kanchanpur,
Kavre, Makawanpur, Morang, Nawalparasi, Surkhet and Baglung.

Social Mobilization
Although PAF programme was officially launched in FY 2060/061, the implementation of
the programme began only from FY 2061/62. Therefore the following section reflects the
cumulative achievements of FY 2061/062, FY 2062/63 and FY 2063/64.

CO Registration and Agreement
COs are formed at the settlement level, organizing poor households with the facilitation of
PO through social mobilization process. They are registered in PAF as provisioned in the
PAF Act 2063 for the purpose of programme implementation.
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Till the end of the 2006/07(2063/64), a total of 5,424 COs were registered with PAF, among
which 5,131 COs were from regular programme districts and remaining 293 COs were
from innovative districts.

Regarding the agreement, PAF agreed to work with 4,976 COs, including 4,689 from regular
districts and 287 from innovative districts to carry out community sub-project activities.

The following graphs show district wise distribution of CO registration and agreement with
PAF regular districts. (See chart 3.1 and 3.2)
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CHART 3.1: District-wise COs Registered in PAF
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CHART 3.2: District-wise COs Agreement in PAF
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When the same data is analyzed in terms of geographic region, hilly region has highest
share in CO registration and agreement followed closely by Terai and Mountain region
( see chart 3.3)

CHART 3.3: CO Registration Vs. Agreement
by Region (Cumulative)
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Targeted Households Outreach
CO Member Distribution by Region
A total of 151,836 CO members have been involved in different COs among which 145,375
members are from regular districts and rest 6,461 members are from innovative districts.

This section discusses the various aspects of PAF target households outreach in regular districts.

In terms of region-wise distribution of CO members, 41 per cent of the total CO members
are from hilly districts while Terai has a share of 31 per cent and mountain has 28 per cent.
The following figure shows the region wise distribution of CO Members.
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CHART 3.4: CO Member Distribution by
Region (Cumulative)
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While disaggregating CO members in terms of gender, 66 per cent are females and
34 per cent males.

CHART 3.5: Distribution of CO
Members by Sex
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66.2%
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33.8%

Of the total CO members in regular districts, 69 per cent are from hard core poor and 23
per cent falls in poor category. Similarly, 7.5 per cent belongs to medium category while
0.3 per cent is from marginal non-poor.

CHART 3.6: CO Member Composition
by Poverty Ranking
(Cumulative)
Hard Core Poor (Ka)

Poor (Kha)

69.1%

23.0%
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While analyzing the poverty ranking at the regional level, Terai region has the highest
share of hard core poor member (73.5%) followed by mountain region ( 67.8%). In poor
category, hilly region has the highest share with 25.1 per cent followed by mountain
region with 23.5 per cent.
CHART 3.7: CO Member Composition by Poverty Ranking in
Different Region (Cumulative)
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A close observation to the PAF coverage of poor in regular districts versus the Poor HHs
in the districts reveals that PAF has covered 76 per cent of the total poor households
in Mountain. However, PAF has covered only 29 per cent of poor households in Hilly
districts and 39 per cent of poor households in Terai region. In the overall scenario, PAF
has only succeeded to cover 40 per cent of the poor households in its programme
districts. (See chart 3.8).
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CHART 3.8: PAF Coverage Against Poor HHs (CBS data) by
Region
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Social Inclusion
Further analysis of CO Members in terms of caste and ethnicity shows that Dalit has a
share of 43 per cent followed by Janajati with 27.5 per cent and Brahman/Chettri with
22.3 per cent.

CHART 3.9: CO Mmeber Composition by
Caste/Ethnicity Cumulative)
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Similarly, caste-ethnicity wise distribution in each region shows that Dalits and Janajatis
have the highest representation in Terai region with 46 per cent and 32 per cent respectively.
The Brahmans and Chhettris members are high in Mountain region with 41 per cent while
they have the lowest share in Terai region with 3 per cent.
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CHART 3.10: CO Member comopsition by caste/ethnicity in
regions
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Further analysis in terms of region shows that Terai region has the highest share of female
members with 72 per cent followed by hilly region with 66 and mountain region with
61 per cent only. (Chart 3.11)

CHART 3.11: Gender wise distribution of CO Members by
Region (Cumulative)
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In line with PAF’s affirmative action approach for empowerment of the poor, 55 per cent of
the key position holders in COs are female.

CHART 3.12: Key Position Holders by
Sex (Cumulative)
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In terms of gender, Terai has the highest number of female holding key positions (65.3 %)
followed by mountain with 51 and Hilly districts with 50.5 per cent. In both Mountain and
Hilly regions, the male and female shares almost equal numbers in key positions in their
community organizations ( see chart 3.13)

CHART 3.13: Gender wise distribution of CO Members by
Region (Cumulative)
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Caste and Ethnic representation in key positions shows that 49 per cent are Dalits while
24.5 per cent Janajati and 20.2 per cent Brahmins and Chhettris.
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CHART 3.14: Key Position holders by
Caste/Ethnicity
(Cumulative)
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At the regional level, 60 per cent of the key position holders in Terai are Dalits, followed by
Hilly region with 49 per cent and mountain with 41 per cent. In case of Janajati, Hilly region
has the highest share (28.4%) followed by Terai with 25.2 per cent. Brahman and Chettri
has the highest share of key positions in Mountain with 40.9 per cent while the same
group has the lowest share in Terai (with less than 1 per cent).

CHART 3.15: Key Position Holders by Caste/Ethnicity in different
regions
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Similarly, PAF’s outreach to Dalit and Janjati in programme districts is much higher than
their average population in these districts. Though the average population of Dalit in 25
programme districts is 15.8 per cent, their share in PAF’s CO member is over 43 per cent.
While Janajati has a share of 19 per cent in the total population of PAF’s regular districts,
their share in PAF’s CO member is 27.5 per cent. Brahman and Chettri has relatively less
share (22.3%) against their district average population of 36 per cent.

CHART 3.16: Composition Ratio: Caste and Ethnicity in District
and CO Members
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Total Beneficiaries
The total beneficiaries of CO sub projects is 166,474 among which regular district covers
161,634 beneficiaries HHs and remaining 8,069 are from innovative districts.

The beneficiariy household number is higher than the CO member households owing to the
participation of non CO members in small community infrastructure sub-projects. The following
graph shows the region-wise break down of CO members versus beneficiary households.

CHART 3.17: Co Member Vs. Beneficiaries
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Partner Organisation Staffs from Inclusion Perspectives
There are about 948 staff engaged through 221 partner organizations to facilitate
community in planning, implementing and managing the schemes. The staff ethnicity
composition in PO is shown in the graph below:

CHART 3.18: Ethnicity Wise PO Staffs
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13%
Others

Janajati

64%

23%

PAF Staffs from Inclusion Perspective
The composition of 50 PAF staffs based on ethnicity and gender are shown in the
graph below:

CHART 3.19: PAF Staff-Ethinicity
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CHART 3.20: Gender-wise PAF Staffs
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Capacity Building and Human Resource Development
PAF has been providing support to COs to undertake various capacity building activities
at the national level. By the end of the fiscal year 2006/07, the following cumulative
achievements have been gained.
TABLE 3.1: Details of cumulative activities at the Community Organisation Level
S.N.

Capacity Building Activities

No. of

Total

Events

Participants

1

Training on account Mgmt.

357

8,662

2

Training on saving-credit & revolving fund mobilization

596

8,315

3.

Leadership development & group Mgmt. training

335

8,515

4

Vegetable farming & kitchen gardening training

103

1,927

5

Training on System of Rice Intensification (SRI)

7

258

6

Training on animal husbandry mgmt.

751

17,742

7

Training on bee keeping

24

315

8

Training on tailoring

12

103

9

Training on fish culture

3

29

10

Training on market Mgmt.

8

171

11

Training on enterprise development (TOPE)

230

6,347

12.

Training on fruit farming

30

700

13.

Orientation on health & hygiene

162

1,366

14.

Orientation on project planning & sub-project preparation

15

544

15.

Orientation & advocacy on Para Legal, Human Right and

39

1,205

8

113

36

1,066

Right Based issue
16.

TOT to functional literacy class facilitators

17.

Exposure visit

18.

VDC level orientation on PAF

112

12,694

19.

Ward level orientation on PAF

618

42,717
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At the CO level
A total of 3,446 capacity building events has been were organized by the end of the reporting
period with a participation of 112,789 representatives of community-based organizations.
TABLE 3.2: Details of cumulative activities at the Partner Organisation Level
S.N. Capacity Building Activities

1

No. of

Gender & Ethnicity Wise Participation

Events

M

F

D

J

O

Total

22

419

144

21

59

119

563

TOT on account mgmt.

2

TOT on social mobilization

24

207

173

21

13

94

580

3.

TOT on micro enterprise promotion (TOPE)

18

433

126

45

71

221

559

4

Orientation on PAF to POs, Local Bodies &
Line Agencies

95

1,909

363

3

58

79

2,272

5

TOT on saving-credit Mgmt.

5

60

68

3

4

21

128

6.

TOT on PRA

6

70

20

3

3

21

90

At the PO Level
A total of 170 capacity development related activities were organized by PAF till the end
of the reporting year where 4,192 representatives of POs participated.

Income Generation and Micro-enterprises
Income generation is one of the major components of PAF programme. As it is community
demand-driven programme, diversified income generation activities have been
demanded and support provided depending on geographical region, availability of
raw materials, resources, access to market, skill and traditional occupation. Partner
organizations are providing facilitation services to community members for identification
of potential income generation activities based on local resources, raw materials, skills
and potential market linkages.

Initially it was envisioned that two third of PAF investment would be mobilized in small scale
infrastructure works and rest one–third investment in the income generation activities. At
the end of FY 2063/064, PAF has made agreement with 4,836 COs to implement 5,707
sub-projects. Out of them, 4,658 sub-projects (82% of total) are related to income
generation activities. Numbers of IG sub-project has been increased from 31 per cent in
FY 2061/62 to 69 per cent in FY 2063/64.
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In terms of investment, NRs 1,198 millions (85.3% of total investment) has been in IG sector
and it has increased from 63 per cent at FY 2061/62 to 92.9 per cent in FY 2063/64.

The reason behind high investment in income generation might be as follows:
• PAF is targeting the poorest of the poor, and top priority has been given to income
generation.
• Majority of PAF partner organizations are local and they have had limited capacity for
providing technical support to communities’ organisation. Consequently, preparation of
infrastructure sub-project is time consuming.
• COs are implementing first generation sub-projects and 2 nd generation projects are
being prepared where demands for infrastructure schemes is high.

Income generation activities can be further clustered into different sectors like, agriculture and
forest, livestock, trade, service, manufacturing and others. PAF investment by sectors as well as
households involvement in each sector has been presented in the Table 3.3 and chart 3.21.
TABLE 3.3: Sector-wise Income Generation Activities by
Households and PAF Investment
S.N.

Sectors

Cumulative achievements till FY 2063/64
HHs

Amount
in NRs

Percent
of HHs

Percent
of Invest.

Millions
1

Agriculture and forest related

15,441

92.2

11.7

6.1

2

Livestock related

89,792

1,115.2

68

73.2

3

Trade related

16,802

230.0

12.7

15.1

4

Service

4,908

55.9

3.7

3.7

5

Manufacturing and others

5,190

29.4

3.9

1.9

132,133

1,522.6

100

100

Total
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It is obvious that PAF has been targeting to the poorest segments of the people who
owned either marginalized land holdings or are landless. Living in the rural areas, they
have limited access to basic infrastructures like road, electricity, market as well as
information. These all contributed to the high demand for agriculture and livestock related
activities. As agriculture and livestock is being considered as complementary to each
others for subsistence agricultural economy, 79 per cent of the IG investment has been
mobilized in these sectors.
CHART 3.21: Sector-wise Distribution of
IG Sub-projects
Livestock Related
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Trade
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15%
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4%

2%

Analysis shows that largest portfolio of IG activities by investment as well as HHs involvement,
is related to livestock. About 73 per cent of PAF’s support has gone for this sector where 68
per cent of IG beneficiary households are engaged. Livestock is followed by trade related
activities by 15 per cent; agriculture related by 6 per cent, service sector by 4 per cent,
and manufacturing and others activities by about 2 per cent.

Here is the brief outlines that suggest why poor are opting livestock:
• Having limited access to land and marginalized land holding with inadequate irrigation
facilities, poor considers livestock as the only option for income generation. Particularly
in Terai region, poor do not have even access to forest resource as well.
• Having comparatively secured markets for livestock products.
• There might be limited informed choices provided by the partner organizations to the
communities in non-agriculture related income opportunities as majority of the partner
organizations are based on local community and have limited exposure on products,
technology, services and market.
• It is the outcome of pre-occupied mind-sets of the local communities, social workers, as
well as local leaders that poverty alleviation related programme supports livestock only.
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Livestock sector further can be broadly divided into four categories, including milk
production, farming/breeding, animal for transportation and meat production. Analysis
shows that 65 per cent of households involved in livestock are continuing this job for the
purpose of meat production, followed by milk production with 29 per cent, farming/
breeding four per cent and animals for transportation purpose two per cent.
CHART 3.22: HHs Involved in Livestock
Sector by Category

Meat Production

65%

Milk Production

29%

Transportation

2%
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4%

Further analysis of livestock sector shows that the majority of investment has been mobilized
in cows/buffaloes for the sole aim of producing fresh milk in Terai Region, which is
comparatively more accessible and market is relevant for milk production. Out of total
households involved in animal husbandry, about 51 per cent of households are engaged
in milk production through buffalo and cow raising while 39 per cent of households are
involved in meat production and ten per cent in Ox and he buffalo raising either for
farming or for breeding purposes.
CHART 3.23: HHs Involved in Livestock
Sector at Terai Districts
by Category
Meat Production

39%

Milk Production

51%

Farming/breading

10%

In case of hill and mountain region, milk does not have market accessibility so that there
is a low investment in such activities. Instead, they are pursuing animal husbandry for the
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TABLE 3.4: No of households involved in Livestock Sector by Category
Category

Year 2063/64

Unit
Mountain

Hill

Terai

Cumulative till 2063/64
Total Mountain

Hill

Terai

Total overall

Milk production

HHs
%

1,698
10.6

6,341
39.6

7,970
49.8

16,009
100

1,847
7.9

7,290
31.0

14,390
61.2

23,527
100

28.6

Farming/breading

HHs
%

4
0.2

515
24

1,623
75.8

2,142
100

4
0.1

552
17

2,700
82.9

3,256
100

4

Transportation

HHs
%

527
45.5

611
52.8

20
1.7

1,158
100

607
43

785
55.6

20
1.4

1,412
100

1.7

Meat production

HHs

2,826 31,741

4,883

39,450

4,095 39,297

65.8

12.4

100

5,055 39,208 14,496
8.6
66.7
24.7

58,759
100

%
Total Livestock Sector HHs
%

7.2

80.5

10,770

54,162

72.6

19.9

100

6,553 47,924
8
58.2

27,880
33.9

82,357
100

7.6

purpose of transportation of goods or for meat sale purpose. The largest investment has
been mobilized in goat raising in the Hilly Region which accounts about 68 per cent of
the total households involvement. The activities like mule rearing, yak rearing, Jhoba etc
have been undertaken in the mountain region.

Analysis of above facts and figures shows that the local communities are themselves
caliber enough in the selection of activities based on accessibility, existing natural
resources, and potential markets. PAF has supported not only for the livestock but also
associated activities in this sector like setting up of animal treatment fund, establishing vet
service centres, building village level health workers etc.

PAF has developed and established a clear mechanism and process in social mobilization
package so as to reach out to the poor, to sensitize and organize them into community
organizations and to make them able to carry out need assessment and prioritizations
and preparation of community sub-project.

Varieties of activities have been demanded by the communities in agriculture sector as
well. It includes system of rice intensification, vegetable farming in open field to tunnel
house, seed multiplication, cash crop production, and fruit farming. Households involved
in different agriculture and forest related activities have been presented in the chart 3.24.
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CHART 3.24: Investment in Agricultural
Sector by Category
Vegetable farming

68%

Cereal crops

2%

Fruit farming
Cash crop
Fishery farming

10%

5%

1%

Bee
Agro forestry
keeping

8%

7%

Under agricultural sector, vegetable farming is the major sub-sector, which occupies
68 per cent of the total investment followed by fruit farming with ten per cent, beekeeping
with eight per cent, agro-forestry with seven per cent, fishery with five per cent, cereal crop
farming with two per cent and cash crop farming one per cent.
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Unit

70

NRs

Vegetable

Total

NRs
%

%

NRs
%

Fruit farming

farming

NRs
%

Fishry

%

NRs

farming

Cash crop

5,740,554.4
10.75

7.07

2,870,277.2

1,010,700
21.39

400,090.3
35.81

0

0

606,513.9
14.13

46.73

NRs
%

852,973

%

0
0

Mountain

NRs

Bee keeping

Agro forestry

Cereal Crops NRs
%

Category

25,087,096.25
46.98

40.74

16,533,397.25

3,688,132
78.07

163,320
14.62

45.92

393,260

3,653,990
85.13

35.88

654,997

943,460
88.82

25,200
0.53

553,780
49.57

54.08

463,100

31,725
0.74

17.39

317,383

118,710
11.18

Terai

22,573,599.9
42.27

52.19

21,182,411.9

2063/64
Hill

53,401,250.55
100

100

40,586,086.35

4,724,032
100

1,117,190.3
100

100

856,360

4,292,228.9
100

100

1,825,353

1,062,170
100

Total

15,047,718.9
16.86

12.47

7,562,390.7

2,554,323
28.73

2,651,063.3
59.39

0.25

3,150

957,643.9
12.68

20.49

1,319,148

77,062.5
4.63

Mountain
1,424,208
85.63

37,608,788.90
42.14

34.60

20,988,172.25

6,050,113
68.05

189,172.05
4.24

45.68

569,175

629,7718
83.39

54.60

36,588,348.26
41

52.93

32,104,457.7

286,020
3.22

1,623,686
36.37

54.06

673,596

297,105
3.93

24.9

1,603,483.56

161,910
9.73

Cumulative till 2063/64
Hill
Terai

3,514,438.6

TABLE 3.5: PAF investment in Agriculture sector by category and ecological regions

89,244,856.06
100

100

60,655,020.65

8,890,456
100

4,463,921.35
100

100

1,245,921

7,552,466.9
100

100

6,437,070.16

1,663,180.5
100

Total

100
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Vegetable farming is found very effective to increase income level of the poor within a very
short period in the area where market is relevant for the products. Under innovative window,
PAF has also supported vegetable farming in Lease Land to landless and marginalized
poor in Chitwan district. The programme’s result is encouraging to generate full time
employment as well as significant income to the poor. It could be one of the potential
options to address the issues of the landless. PAF has not only providing support to carry out
traditional agriculture activities but also on executing varieties of innovative projects as well.
In mountain regions like Mugu, where it was considered impossible to have green vegetable
in winter season, the PAF has introduced pit green house and solar tunnel house to promote
commercial vegetable production even in the winter seasons.

As of now, vegetable farming in PAF programme district has been centralized in the
district headquarter or in close area of market center. Though there is a wide scope of
seed production in the inaccessible areas with comparative advantage of topography,
there has been no single demand for vegetable farming in these regions. Reason for this
is that the people in rural areas do not have experience of vegetable farming and is
more technical in nature. Emphasis has been laid on undertaking kitchen gardening to
increase confidence among farmers in vegetable production. Once the people are
familiar with vegetable farming activities, it is expected that they would definitely go for
seed production in rural areas.
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Having comparatively longer gestation period, demand of fruit farming is low, but it could
give better yields in long run. A promotional activity of fruit farming has also been undertaken
by the communities and there is a wide scope to scale it up in the days to come.

CHART 3.25: Cumulative PAF Investment
in Trading Sector by
Ecological Region
Terai

Hill

51%

45%

Mountain

4%

Besides, small trading is the second largest portfolio in IG. There are total 14,057 members
engaged in this sector and PAF investment is NRs 202.7 millions. Out of total investment
51 per cent has been in the Terai districts, followed by 45 per cent in Hill districts and rest
four per cent in Mountain districts.

Further analysis in trading sector shows that retail business has largest investment in all
ecological belts, it accounts more than 71 per cent in Terai, 85 per cent in Mountain
districts and more than 90 per cent in Hill districts. Animal business, wood products business,
agriculture inputs, food items business are other major activities carried out in this sector.

Total 4,601 HHs are engaged in service sector, and PAF investment is about 50 millions.
Out of total investment, 46 per cent has been in Hill districts followed by 45 per cent in Terai
and remaining nine per cent in Mountain. In Hilly districts, 51 per cent of investment has
been used in tailoring, followed by repair and maintenance related services (13.25%),
transportation services (12.85%), and small hotels/teashops (12.7%) and rest in other
different activities. Similarly, in Mountain districts, 82.55 per cent of investment has been
mobilized for the promotion of small hotels/and tea-shop followed by 15.86 per cent in
tailoring. In Terai region, transportation services has been the major activities in terms of
investment with 60.35 per cent of total investment, followed by repair and maintenance
services (10.63%), tailoring (8.57%), small hotels & teashops (8.57%) and rest in other
different activities.

About 4,800 HHs are involved in manufacturing related business, and PAF investment is
about 27 millions in this sector. Out of total investment, about 48 per cent has been in non-
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agro products related manufacturing activities, followed by 32 per cent in agroproduction, 14 per cent in knitting and weaving related activities and rest about six per
cent in occupational manufacturing activities.

Though there are heterogeneous income generation activities undertaken by the
communities, the animal husbandry is tangibly dominant. It means, there is still great
challenge to provide informed choices to the people, enabling them to select suitable IG
activities based on local resources, knowledge, skills and available market potentials.
The large investment in livestock sector demands more attention to develop mechanism
to provide adequate veterinary services in rural areas.

Community Infrastructure
This chapter showcases the cumulative progress that has been recorded since the
beginning of the PAF in 2004 to the end of the fiscal year 2006-07. This covers the overall
progress overview and trend in relation to the small community infrastructure support over
the time period of three and half years.

Number of Schemes
A total of 1,775 small community infrastructures are supported by PAF of which 1,666 are
from 25 regular districts while 109 are from innovative districts supported under special
window programme.
TABLE 3.6: No of Schemes by Programme
District Type
Programme District

No. of Schemes

Regular Districts

1,666

Innovative Districts

109

Total

1,775

Distribution of Infra Schemes by Region
While disaggregating the infra related schemes, a total of 1,254 sub-projects were
supported by PAF till the end of the fiscal year 2006/07 in Terai region while another 265
and 147 sub projects were assisted in Mountain and Hilly region respectively. A total of
1,062 infra sub projects were supported in the Terai region by the end of fiscal year 200506 while 192 projects were supported in the fiscal year 2006/07 alone for the region. For
the same period the Mountain region has a share of 167 schemes while the Hilly region
saw 72 sub projects being supported.
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CHART 3.26: Distribution of
Infrastructure
Schemes by Region
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Distribution of Schemes by Sector
While analyzing sector-wise, irrigation comes at the top with a total of 578 schemes
followed by drinking water with 434, sanitation with 292, rural and trail roads with 85
schemes. Furthermore, PAF has supported for 75 bridges and culverts, 68 building
constructions works, 65 energy generation and extension related schemes and 61 rice
mills, among others till the end of the fiscal year 2006-07.

CHART 3.27: Distribution of Schemes by Sector (Cumulative)
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Sector-wise Distribution of Schemes by Region
The data suggests that a total of 1,254 sub-projects have been supported in Terai while
it was 265 in Mountain and 147 in Hilly region. The reason behind such a large number in
Terai is attributed to the nature of projects, availability of technical human resource and
accessibility of construction materials and transportation. A tube wells for drinking water a
purpose that serves only one household is also counted as s separate scheme and this
led to the highest number of sub-projects being supported in Terai. Similar is the case with
deep boaring project where each project beneficiaries are relatively less than the irrigation
projects in Mountain and Terai where large numbers of peoples are benefited.
TABLE 3.7: Sector-wise Distribution of Schemes by Region
Sector Type

Mountain

Hill

Terai

Total

7

2

66

75

Building Constrution

29

16

23

68

Drinking Water Supply

86

27

321

434

Energy Generation/Ext.

43

3

19

65

Ghatta/Rice Mill

19

32

10

61

Irrigation

40

21

517

578

2

2

81

85

33

44

215

292

6

0

2

8

265

147

1,254

1,666

Bridge/Culvert

Rural/Trail Roads
Sanitation
Others
Total

75
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Sector-wise Beneficiaries HHs by Region
In terms of beneficiaries, rural/trail roads serve the highest number of 15,608 people
followed by Bridges and Culverts with 9,332 people. Similarly, drinking water has served
8,509 households while irrigation has benefited another 6,950 households and building
construction has served 5,589 households. Again, in this case also Terai has the highest
share of beneficiaries with 40,783 households against 10,392 and 3,427 households in
mountain and hilly region respectively.
TABLE 3.8: Sector-wise Beneficiaries HHs by Region
Sector Type

Mountain

Hill

Terai

Total

214

40

9,078

9,332

Building Constrution

1,234

585

3,770

5,589

Drinking Water Supply

3,071

1,119

4,319

8,509

Energy Production/Ext.

2,801

203

1,348

4,352

379

48

19

446

1,791

478

4,681

6,950

91

44

15,473

15,608

Sanitation

611

910

1,737

3,258

Others

200

-

358

558

10,392

3,427

40,783

54,602

Bridge/Culvert

Ghatta/Rice Mill
Irrigation
Rural/Trail Roads

Total

PAF investment in Community Infrastructure Projects
A total of 113.97m has been invested in Terai till the reporting period while it was 105.76m
and 25.04m in case of Mountain and Hilly region respectively. Though the number of infra
projects is higher in Terai region but the investment is slightly higher than that of mountain
region. The high transportation costs and relatively expensive projects are some of the
reason for this.
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CHART 3.28: PAF Investment in CIP Schemes by
Regions (In Million)
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Similarly in the case of overall investment share, beneficiaries from the Hilly region have
contributed higher in the total investment with 31 per cent while the average CO contribution
(cash or kind) from all the three ecological belts stands at 25 per cent.

CHART 3.29: Investment Share by Regions
73
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A further analysis (chart 3.27) shows that each project investments and households
beneficiaries are proportionately higher in Mountain region while it was found to be opposite
in the case of Terai.
To sum up, the following figures suggests a general trend in terms of schemes, beneficiaries
HHs and investment per households.

CHART 3.30: Share of Regions in Schemes, Beneficiaries
HH, Investment and Investment/HHs

Schemes

Beneficiaries HHs
Terai

Investment
Hill

Investment/HHs

Mountain
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PAF Programme in

KARNALI
Karnali zone is one of the most backward zones in Nepal as most of people here are finding the
basic amenities of life a luxury. PAF has clearly prioritized Karnali to bring about discernible
impact in the livelihood of the poor in Karnali zone.
In all five districts of Karnali zone a total of 648 community organizations are registered with PAF, among
these agreements are made with 562 community organizations for various sub projects implementation.

CHART A: CO Registration vs.
Agreement in Karnali
648

562

The 562 COs have been carrying out 673 different sub projects so as to improve their income
and basic infrastructure. Nearly 80 per cent of the PAF support is now directed to income
generation related activities with 21 per cent in community infrastructure projects.

CHART B: Category wise subproject in Karnali
IG

78.8%
INFRA

21.2%

Similarly a total of 18,690 CO members are getting direct benefit from such sub-projects. Of them, 65
are female, 37 per cent Dalit and 14 from Janajati. In terms of poverty ranking nearly 64 per cent are
from hard core poor category while 25 per cent are from medium poor category.

CHART C: Genderwise CO
Members in Karnali
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CHART D: Caste/Ethnicity wise
CO Members in Karnali
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CHART E: Poor CO Members in
Karnali
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A total of 19,388 poor households have been benefited from PAF programme in Karnali which
is over 76 per cent of total poor households in Karnali.

CHART F: PAF Benefited Poor Households (HHs) in Karnali Districts
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25,363
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CHART G: Household Population Ethinicity Composition Vs.
PAF Beneficiary in Karnali
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A gender wise analysis shows that 66 per cent of the key position holders are female while 35
per cent are Dalits, 14.5 per cent Janajatis and 47.6 per cent Brahmhins and Chhetris.

CHART H: Genderwise Key
Position Holders in CO
in Karnali
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CHART I: Caste/Ethnicity wise
Key Position Holders in
CO in Karnali
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Financial Management
Cumulative Expenditures
Till the end of the fiscal year 2063/64, PAF total cumulative expenditure is NRs
1,956,906,296.68, of which 93.05 per cent is the Project Cost, 2.46 is used for Monitoring,
Trainings, Workshops and Studies, 3.23 is PAF Operating Cost and 1.26 is PAF capital cost.

TABLE 3.9: Cumulative Expenditures
Description

Total Expenditure

%

Project Cost

1,820,829,547.43

93.05

Monitoring, Training, Workshop

48,218,393.77

2.46

PAF Operating Cost

63,299,020.87

3.23

PAF Capital Cost

24,559,334.61

1.26

Total

1,956,906,296.68

Note: For the period upto F/Y 2062/63 is included by PPF expenses and KA-1-6 (Beruju) amount

CHART 3.31: Cumulative Project
Expenditure
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CUMULATIVE ACHIEVEMENTS

Cumulative Project Expenditure
Cumulative Fund Disbursement to NOA and OA of COs
A total of NRs.1,562.85 millions has been disbursed to the NOA of COs Sub-project, who
have signed an agreement with PAF. Out of the total in NOA NRs.1,138.96 millions has
been transferred to the OA of COs.
TABLE 3.10: Cumulative Fund Disbursement to NOA and OA of COs
Fund disbursement to COs

Description

%

NOA

OA

Initial 6 Pilot districts

649,835,387

517,079,415

79.57

Additional 19 Districts

843,275,229

565,992,924

67.12

69,741,102

55,895,906

80.15

1,562,851,718

1,138,968,245

Innovative Special window districts
Total

Cumulative Fund Disbursement to POs
By the end of the Fiscal Year 2063/64, the total fund disbursed to POs has remained at
NRs. 256.6 million, in which the share of POs from initial pilot district is 44.61 per cent,
additional district is 45.21 per cent and innovative district is 10.18 per cent.

Similarly NRs. 219.26 million was allocated for social mobilization and M & E and NRs.
37.36 million was allocated for capacity building.
TABLE 3.11: Cumulative Fund Disbursement to POs
Description
SM and M&E

Fund Disbursement to POs
CB

%
Total

Initial 6 Pilot districts

98,815,329

15,669,708

114,485,037

44.61

Additional 19 Districts

99,763,075

16,250,360

116,013,435

45.21

Innovative special

20,682,484

5,444,795

26,127,279

10.18

219,260,888

37,364,863

256,625,751

100

window districts
Total
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PAF
CHAPTER 4

FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Lessons
Working in poverty is always a constantly learning process. Several lessons have been
learned while working.
• Participatory wellbeing ranking process is found to be effective to identify poor
households and develop understanding among community members. However,
Community needs to be adequately informed and mobilized about the process.
• Planning and management by the poor and socially excluded groups did really
help to enhance their ownership and empowerment.
• It is important to response quickly to the demand and needs of the poor to build trust
and confidence so as to move ahead.
• Direct funding to community organizations of the poor has enhanced transparency
and good governance.
• Initially it was envisioned that two third of PAF investment would be in small scale
infrastructure works and rest one–third investment in the income generation activities.
The current status suggests the reverse scenario with over two-third of the support in
income generation related activities. The poor communities’ first priority is found to be
in income generation over the infrastructure.
• Infrastructures related demands are increasing as the communities are realizing the
direct link of infrastructure with their livelihood. Lack of infrastructures is in fact hindering
the development of potential income generation activities.
• In case of income generation related activities, the livestock is the most dominating
demand from the communities. The large investment in livestock sector demands
more attention to develop mechanism to provide adequate veterinary services in
rural areas and livestock insurance.
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• The target communities are pursuing economic activities based on local socio economic
environment, local knowledge and potentials. There is a strong need to upgrade their
skill and knowledge so as to make the product diverse and with additional value.
• When working with poor community, most of them are illiterate. Hence, literacy has to
go hand in hand to enhance their awareness and capability
• Once an isolated activity is scaled in a certain level ,Community Organizations have
started thinking on second generation issues such as storage, market linkages, value
addition and institutional development.
• Partner Organizations must be proactive to inform the target communities about the
potential economic activities including available technology options for their livelihood
improvement to enable them to make informed choices. The capacity of Partner
Organisation needs to be enhanced for this and to enable to support diverse need of
technical assistance and capacity building.

Issues and Challenges Ahead
PAF has seen a huge demand in programme districts as the sub-projects are originated
at grass-root levels. Communities have demonstrated their keen interest to undertake the
programme and take ownership by giving contributions. The current challenge is to
make a trade-off between rapid implementation and institution building enhancing the
technical capability of the community organizations.

Some major challenges before us is to linking market for the product of the poor, availing
insurance safety net for livestock, exploring an alternative to livestock based activities for
landless poor and providing appropriate technology support for different activities
including linkages with existing service agencies.

As the business grows the financial need grows. Hence, the management of revolving
fund needs to be strengthened so that they will be enabled to be linked with microfinance institutions when funding need grows.

There is a need to focus on developing human resources at the local level and develop
institutions of COs into self sustaining legal institutions.

Provision of functional literacy has to go hand in hand to enhance overall community
awareness and capacitate then.

As PAF is implementing demand driven programme, the information needs to be disseminated
widely and mechanism to learn from each other need to be strengthened further.
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Coordination with local government, line agencies and other programs are must for
collaborative efforts in the community to bring discernible impacts in short time. Capacity
of partner organizations are also needs to be strengthened to this effort.

There is growing need to review organisation structure in line with the rapid programme
expansion and develop PAF capacity as well.

Future Expansion
PAF and World Bank are discussing the second phase of PAF programme (PAF II) with
additional funding of US dollar 100m and preparatory exercises for the same are underway.

Also, PAF is planning to cover all 75 districts. Programme will be expanded in additional
15 districts in the Fiscal Year 2007/08 and additional 15 districts in FY 2008/09. Remaining
20 districts will be covered through poverty pocket approach. It is expected to cover 84
per cent of poor households of Nepal.
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ANNEX 1: District Progress (Fiscal Year 2063/064) of 25 Districts
1.

Siraha

2.

Mahottari

3.

Sindhuli

4.

Ramechhap

5.

Sarlahi

6.

Rautahat

7.

Rasuwa

8.

Kapilbastu

9.

Pyuthan

10. Rolpa
11. Rukum
12. Dolpa
13. Jajarkot
14. Dailekh
15. Jumla
16. Humla
17. Kalikot
18. Mugu
19. Bajura
20. Achham
21. Bajhang
22. Doti
23. Darchula
24. Baitadi
25. Dadeldhura
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SIRAHA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Siraha is one of the least developed districts in the Sagarmatha Zone of Eastern
Development Region. It ranks 64th position of Human Development Index. The district is
surrounded by Saptari in the East, India in the South, Udayapur in the North and by
Dhanusha district in the West. Altitude varies from 76 m to 885 m above the mean Sea
Level. Politically, the district has been divided into 106 VDCs and 2 Municipalities. The
district headquarters is in Siraha Municipality.

PAF Interventions
PAF program has been implementing in the district on the facilitation of 18 partner organizations
in 72 VDCs and one Municipality. A total of 477 community organizations have been formed
and they are implementing different kinds of sub-projects, such as income generations, e.g.
livestock raising, vegetable farming, fruit farming skill based business and small trade etc.
Similarly, there are different kinds of infra structure sub-projects like rural electricity extension for
irrigation, well and tube well construction for drinking water supply , rural road construction and
rehabilitation, construction of culvert and school building.

Linkages and Coordination
The target groups have made collaboration with different line agencies and local bodies
while carrying out their sub-projects. The Village Development Committee has contributed
land for community asparagus plantation and establishment of chilling VAT in

Map showing VDC Coverage
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Bishnupurkatti VDCs. The Village Development Committees have made cash contribution
to community infrastructure sub- projects, such as rural electricity extension for irrigation
in Fulkahakatti and Padariya VDC. Nepal Electricity Authority has also contributed by
providing electricity poles and technical human resource in electricity related community
sub- project. Similarly, District Education Office has provided materials for the literacy
classes to the community.
PAF has also made collaboration with Madanjeet scholarship program under Council for
Technical Eduction and Vocational Training (CTEVT) to develop 6 ANM from PAF target
community in the fiscal year 064/65 and 6 ANM have been passed out recently from
previous year collaboration. Similar type of understanding is made with Madan Bhandari
Memorial Academy to produce 5 vet JTA, 4 CMA, 4 ANM, 6 Community Vetenary Assistant
from 3 Community Agriculture Assistant under education loan program. Similarly,
collaboration has been made with District Agriculture Development Office, Siraha to promote
agriculture technonolgy.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)
Community

Formation

150

550

Organizations

Registered with PAF

43

477

Agreement

57

407

PAF Investment

Income

in CO

Generating

130

Amount
(NRs in Million)

20.53

435

164.72

Activities
Community

8

Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

130

142

4

390

18

18

9

71 VDCs

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

&1
Municipality
Percentage
CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

Dalit

Percentage

1,021

100

11,441

100

462

58.72

6,822

59.62

Janajati

126

10.19

2,910

25.43

Others

433

31.09

1,709

14.95

1,325

100

11,708

100
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District Progress

MAHOTTARI
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
It is said that the name of the district was given according to the religious beliefs. Mahottari
district was named due to establishment of Pond by one of the Brahmin named "Mahodary"
according to the history. The district is surrounded by Dhanusa in the east, Sarlahi and India
in the west, Sindhuli in the North and India in the South. The district is divided into 76 VDCs, 1
Municipality,15 Areas and 4 electoral constituencies. Jaleshwor Municipility is the Headquarters
of the district. According to the ethnic/caste composition of the district, Yadav has occupied
15.33 per cent whereas Muslim, Terai Bramhin, Dhanuk and Koiri has 13.51 per cent, 6.55
per cent, 6.26 per cent and 5.20 per cent respectively. The poverty index is 29.1.

PAF Interventions
The program was launched on January 5 (15th Magh 2062). Poverty Alleviation Fund
has been executing income generation activities in 22 VDCs and 1 Municipality of
Mahottari district to uplift the socio-economic condition of hard-core poor and
marginalized people. In Mahottari, 12 POs have been working in 137 wards and
settlements. Altogether 309 community organizations have been registered and similar
number of agreements have been made.

Moreover, different Income generation activities have been implemented, which includes
4 related to Agriculture, 12 livestock and small cottage,11 manufacturing industry (small),
19 service sector and 27 trading. The activities have provided benefit to 170HHs, 3,975HHs,

Map showing VDC Coverage
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233HHs, 278HHs and 822HHs respectively. Altogether 7,887 numbers of community
households have been benefited. According to PAF’s ‘A’ category i.e Ultra Poor among
7,572 that is ultra poor were benefited highly i.e. 6456 HH, 1261 HH of Kha category, 212
HH of Ga category.

Linkages and Coordination
One of the major strategies taken in Mahottari is linkage and co-ordination. The existing
service providers in the district such as District Agriculture Office, District Forest Office,
livestock, health and other offices at district level ware also oriented and requested for
their service to community organizations. Similarly, linkage has been made with Action
Aid for women empowerment program and NNRTC (National Network for cancer relief).

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064
Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount (NRs)
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

309

309

Organizations

Registered with PAF

309

309

Agreement

308

111.14

PAF Investment

Income

264

111.14

in CO

Generating
Activities
Community
Infrastructure

Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

264

264

12

12

23

23

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

29
CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

Percentage

7,931

7,931

Dalit

3,843

3,843

Janajati

2,737

2,737

Others

1,351

1,351

7,572

7,572
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SINDHULI
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Sindhuli district with a total of 2,491 sq. kms. lies in the Central Development Region of Nepal.
It depicts four major categories of land- Churia, Inner Terai, Mahabharat and Gartir. Politically,
the district is divided into three electoral constituencies, one municipality, thirteen areas,
and fifty-three VDCs. The total population of the district is around 305,628 (source: Dstrict GIS
Map 2063). There are 74 social groups residing in the district. Among them, Bramhin, Tamang,
and Magars are in greater number. Minorities like Thamis, Raji, Meche ,Dura are also found.
It adjoins Terai and Hill districts namely, Mahottari, Siraha, Udayapur, Kavre, Ramechhap,
Okhaldhunga, Makawanpur, Sarlahi and Dhanusha. Since long, flora and faunas, rivers
and historical spots have been playing vital role in the promotion of district economy. It is
ranked to 51st position according to Human Development Index of Nepal.

The district has enormous potentialities for the socio-economic development of community
people. The income generation activities based on livestock, agriculture and
entrepreneurship could be highly instrumental to upgrade the livelihoods of the rural
poor. Similarly, the development of infrastructures like micro-irrigation, micro-hydro power
and suspension bridges can intensify the pace and magnitude of the socio-economic
development of the district.

Map showing VDC Coverage
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PAF Interventions
Formally, PAF's intervention started in May 2006 after the agreement was made with nine
partner organizations. PAF program is being implemented in 23 VDCs and 1 municipality.
Agreement has been made with 259 COs for the implementation of 267 sub-projects.
Out of 267, 12 sub-projects are of infrastructure. PAF has played significant role to bring
the socially excluded groups to the development mainstream. Mainly, it has provided
with significant financial support to the rural poor to take up their own business.

Linkage and Coordination
PAF has been working in coordination with other line agencies in the district. The program
coordinators of the POs organize meeting once in a month to share information and
experiences. Besides, POs coordinate with district line agencies for providing service to
the community members. In May 2007, a district level stakeholders meeting was held on
the presence of the representative from eight political parties.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064
Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

390

450

Organizations

Registered with PAF

257

262

Agreement

267

104.33

286

120.87

PAF Investment

Income

255

10.07

1

101.07

in CO

Generating
12

3.25

31

19.79

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started

92

Ongoing
Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

176

244

2

42

9

10

24
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Percentage

8,942

100

11,025

100

Dalit

2,135

24

2,601

23

Janajati

5,586

62

6,893

63

Others

1,212

14

1,531

14
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RAMECHHAP
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Ramechhap is one of the least developed districts in Janakpur Zone of Central
Development Region. Ecologically, it lies in the mid-Hill boardering Sindhuli district in the
south, Dolakha in the north ,Okhuldhunga and Solukhumbu in the east and Kavre and
Sindhuli are its neighbors in the west. Politically, the district has been divided into 55 VDCs
and 11 areas. Manthali VDC is the headquarters of Ramechhap districts. Out of Total
40,386 HHs, 8 per cent are dalits, 44 per cent janajatis and rest other castes. Chhetri,
Tamang, Magar Newar, Brahmin, Sarki, Damai, Kami are the major dominant castes
while Hayu, Pahari , Thami etc are highly marginalized castes in the district. Most of the
land are unfertile and unproductive, and people opt for seasonal migration for their
livelihood. It ranks on 56th position in poverty index.

The major potentialities of the district lie on production and sale of Milk and Meat, farming
and procesing of Non Timber Forest Product (NTFP), ginger and citrus, production of
vegetable and various crops and promotion and preservatoin of tourism sites.

PAF Interventions
PAF program started in the year 061/062 with orientation from the district having selected
8 partner organizations. Likewise, community level activities started in Baishakh 2062
with the registration of four COs in PAF. Till the year 063/064, 292 community organizations
and 11 partner organizations are working in all 43 of 55 VDCs in Ramechhap . In the

Map showing VDC Coverage
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initial stage of program, mostly income generation activities like livestock rearing,
vegetable and cash crop farming, and entrepreneurship were implemented. Now the
communities are demanding infrastructure sub-projects like drinking water, irrigation,
micro hydro power in increasing trend. Social assessment and program orientation in
all settlements of he district have been almost completed. Based on the social
assessment data, nearly 300 COs are on the process of formulating thier programs.
Under the capacity building of POs and COs, TOT on account management, enterprises
development and exposure visits were provided to POs staff besides PAF orientation.

Linkage and Coordination
PAF has been working in coordination with DDC/ VDC and other line agencies. In the
current fiscal year coordination has been established with MEDP, District Veterinary,
Education , Agriculture Officers and APPS for the effective implementation of program in
harnessing with the resources. Similarly, linkage and coordination can be established
with the organizations like NSCFP and ILO in addition to district line agencies.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement till

063/064

Heading

Number

FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

327

719

Organizations

Registered with PAF

191

292

Agreement

194

292

PAF Investment

Income

191

58.05

289

84.43

in CO

Generating
3

0.7

38

3.89

216

216

182

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing
Completed

Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total in district- 55

90

111

12

11

43

43
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

4,813
Dalit

1,114

23.14

1,747

22.6

Janajati

3,077

63.9

5,202

67.3

595

12.36

779

10.01

4,875

100

7,730

100

Others
Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage
7,728
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SARLAHI
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Sarlahi is situated in Janakpur Zone of Central Development Region. It is bordered by
Ruatahat to the West, Mahottari to the East, Sindhuli to the North and Indian State Bihar to
the South. It is one of the poorest districts of the region. It falls on the 52nd rank on Human
Development Index. More than 50 per cent of the population do not get food for whole
year. With the area of 1,259 square kms, the district spreads over the altitudes varying from
60 m to 659 m. The Headquarters is in Malangwa. It is politically divided into six electoral
constituencies, 11 areas, one municipality and 99 VDCs. There is total population 635,701
including 329,230 (51.79%) male and 306,471 (48.21%) female. Similarly, total population
635,701 includes 120,783 (19%) Dalit, 108,069 (17%) Janajati and 406,849 (64%) others.

The potentialities of the districts are animal husbandry, agriculture, infrastructures like
micro- irrigation and entrepreneurship.

PAF Interventions
PAF started its intervention in the district in the mid of FY 2062/63. A total of 14 Partner
Organisations (POs) for special program and one for Innovative program have been
working in the district so far.

In this fiscal year, agreement has been made with 131 COs for Income Generation activities
sub-prjects and all are under implementation. Only four income Generation sub-projects .

Map showing VDC Coverage
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PAF has planned to cover all VDCs in the future. Program will be expanded in some additional
VDCs at the beginning of Fiscal Year 2065/66 (2008/09) and remaining VDCs will be covered
in FY 2066/67 (2009/10) from the list of deprived VDCs as categorized by CBS/NPC based
on 28 poverty related socio-economic indicators. POs have conducted some trainings like
Leadership, Book Keeping & Revolving Fund Management, Savingsand credit to all COs
and Social mobilisation training was provided to all POs staff.

Linkages and Coordination
PAF has been working in coordination with different line agencies. The members of different
line agencies have participated in the coordination meeting organized by PAF.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)
Community

Formation

210

267

Organizations

Registered with PAF

210

267

Agreement

131

186

PAF Investment

Income

131

in CO

Generating

46.79

Amount
(NRs in Million)

186

65.24

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

130

182

4

4

15

15

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

37

Percentage
CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

37
Percentage

6,107

100

7,680

100

2,479

40.59

3,216

41.88

Janajati

1,822

29.83

2,463

32.07

Others

1,806

29.58

2,001

26.05

6,107

100

7,680

100

Dalit
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RAUTAHAT
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Rautahat is one of the special programe districts of Poverty Alleviation Fund. Situated in the terai
region near the bank of the Bagmati River. It is surrounded by Sarlahi in the East, Makawanpur
in the North, Bara in the West and India in the South. East – West (Mahendra) highway runs along
the north part of the district. Rautahat is located in central region covering 1,126 sq kms land.
Politically the district is divided into 96 VDCs, 1 Municipality, and 6 electoral constituencies. Total
population of district is 637,134. The major ethnic/caste composition includes 19.47 per cent
Muslim, 12.49 per cent Yadav, 5.68 per cent Kurmi, 5.53 per cent Teli and 5.05 per cent
Tharu. The district falls on 53rd rank in Human Development Index. Literacy rate is 35 per cent
among them 45 per cent are male and 24 per cent female.

District has greater potentialities for agriculture and livestock activities. Chilling Vat and
Cold store is essential in the district to store milk and vegetable for commercial purpose.
PAF support for these activities will be more meaningful. Small infrastructure, business,
trade and services are also potential for the development of district.

PAF Interventions
PAF program was launched from Magh 2062, covering twenty-six VDCs and one
Municipality in collaboration with 9 NGOs. Now, PAF is working with 290 community
organizations covering 7,131 Households. PAF has provided support to 7,406 community
members in different activities. Of the total, 90 community organizations have already
completed their first phase program.

Map showing VDC Coverage
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PAF has contributed to carry out 1,229 activities related to number for agriculture, 12,930
livestock, 1,728 trade, 306 service and 45 manufacture/ small cottage. In the meantime,
PAF has conducted capacity building program for partner and community organizations.
Altogether 30 orientation training events were organized for POs. Similarly, Account Keeping,
Enterprise Development and Social Mobilization training at community organization level
and 1,450 orientation trainings were provided. Altogether 580 events of leadership/group
management and book keeping training were conducted in community
organizations.Around two hundred agriculture and livestock training were also held in the
community.

Linkages and Coordination
PAF has organized district level orientation program several times to enhance for coordination
and cooperation among different organizations working in the district. There are many
existing donor agencies in the district with which PAF has established good linkages. Recently,
PAF organized meeting with PLA and explored possibilities for future coordination.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)
Community

Formation

290

415

Organizations

Registered with PAF

290

290

Agreement

290

PAF Investment

Income

290

290

in CO

Generating

32

125

128.56

Amount
(NRs in Million)

290

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

168

Completed

90

Partner Organizations

9

VDC Covered

Total

6.98

26
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

Dalit

2,845

53

Janajati

1,957

14

Others

2,329

33

7,131
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RASUWA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Rasuwa district lies in the central Develoment Region of Nepal. It is adjoined with
Sindhuplanchok to the East, Nuwakot to the South, Dhading to the West and China to the
North. Its altitude ranges from 600 to 7,446 meters. It falls on the 59th rank in Human Development
Index. It has an area of 1,512 sq. kms with estimated total HHs of 8,696 in 18 VDCs. About 50
per cent of the households in the district do not have adequate food to meet the annual food
needs of their families. About 34.3 per cent people of the district are literate.

PAF Interventions
PAF intervention is underway in the district since September 2006. Before the implementation,
the planning and orientation phase was undertaken April to August, 2006.

PAF program has covered 14 (78 %) of the 18 VDCs in the district. All these programs are
being implemented through various 6-member team based partner organizations. More
than 5,124 identified poor households have been organized in 184 community
organizations at 111 settlements which include 126 wards of 14 PAF working VDCs.

Most of the infrastructure projects are of improved water mills, bio-gas plant, school buildings,
smith workshop construction, micro irrigation, trout fish pond and so on.PAF has approved
the implementation of a total of 149 sub-projects that are associated with 141 COs out of
184 . Of which 8 are realated to infrastructure and 141 are of IG.
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PAF has organized a number of workshops; trainings to transfer technology; skills and
know-how to both PO staff and COs members with a view to strengthening their capacity
under HRD policy. PAF organized DDC level orientation to all stakeholders and trained 22
POs staff in various aspects such as PRA; SIYB; and Account Management. Similarly, 23
training courses were organized for 737 members of 232 COs (Cumulative Figure) in the
program area through PAF partner organizations.

Most COs havingmore than a years of experience are now able to manage their regular
functions of the groups on their own efforts with meager assistance of PO. COs members
are highly self determined to their actions than in the past. Most COs have initiated to
operationalize the savings and credit system and availability of PAF funds for small loans
has resulted in a number of tangible benefits for the members of COs.

Linkages and Coordination
To enhance coordination among different organizations, six coordination meetings have
been organized in the district so far. In the beginning, PAF organized first event and
concerned POs of the district have organized rest of the events.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount (NRs)

Number

(NRs in Million)
Community

Formation

162

184

Organizations

Registered with PAF

162

184

Agreement

141

PAF Investment

Income

141

141

in CO

Generating
7

7

53.14

Amount
(NRs in Million)

141

53.14

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

40

40

108

108

6

13

103 IG+5 Inf.

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

1

CO Member HH

Total

4,303

53.14

15

Percentage
Ethnicity

Dalit
Janajati
Others

Percentage
5,124

63

212

4,137

4,548

303

364

Total Beneficiary who receives PAF fund (141 COs)

3,983

105

53.14

3,983

District Progress

KAPILVASTU
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
The Kapilvastu district lies in the Lumbini zone of the western region of the country bordered
by the district Rupandehi districtin the east, Dang/Pyuthan in the north and Indian State
Uttar Pradesh state of the India in the south and west. The district having totalarea of
1,738 sq. kms. with a population of 484,232, 73365 households, 6.2 average family size
, is divided into 77 VDCs, one municipality, 15 areas and four electoral constituencies. The
majority of the population is of Dalit with13.22 per cent, Janjati 16.99 per cent and Muslim
around 13 per cent. The average literacy rate of the district is 45 per cent. The district falls
on 55th rank in Human Development Index.

PAF Interventions
The commencement of PAF intervention took place in Chaitra 2061 BS. PAF has reached to 56
VDCs. A total of 12,915 HHs, 81,679 populations, are associated with the program as direct
beneficiaries under 479 communities Organization. Among the HH members, 37per cent are
dalits, 40 per cent are janjatis and 23 per cent are from other communities. A total of 62 per cent
of the community organization members are female and 38 per cent male. The poor women,
dalit and janjaties lead community organizations. Among the lead positions of the community,
58.03 per cent dalit, 34.02 per cent janjati, and 7.93 per cent others occupied the post of
president. Likewise, the post of secretary is held by 49.47 per cent Dalit, 43.84 per cent janjati,
and 6.68 per cent others. Similary, 53.65 per cent dalits, 37.36 Janajaties 8.79 from others are
holding the post of treasurer in the community based organization. Women’s lead role in the
community based organization is shared by 31.94 per cent to the post of president, 43.42 per
cent to secretary and 58.66 per cent to treasurer. Similarly, poor category segregation of CO
members is 59 per cent hard-core poor, 30 per cent medium poor and 11per cent poor. A
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total of 477 income generation/employment intensive sub-projects followed by 374 small
infrastructure activities are being mplemented by the community organization. A total PAF
investment is Rs. 248,141,358/- of which community contribution is Rs.19,774,968/- in Cash,
and 53,877,354/- in Kind and while contribution from VDC and DDS is Rs. 1,599,445/. Especially,
small infrastructure sub-projects are in implementation with the collaboration and coordination
of local bodies and line agencies. Out of a total amount of PAF investment, 54 per cent is
mobilised in income generation project whereas 46 per cent in small infrastructure projects.

Linkage and Coordination
PAF has been working in the district in close coordination with district line agencies as well as
development partners and stakeholders. Buffalo raising farmers have been federated to PO. A
networking has been established among COs at VDC level. The local bodiesare participating
in the monitoring of the PAF programmes. Moreover, they are making cash contribution for the
implementation PAF sub-projects. There is good coordination among COs, District Education
Office, APPSP, Electricity Authority and UNICEF in carrying out education, agriculture and electricity
related activities. The organizations like MS Nepal, LFP, and CTEVT-ADB have also provided
significant supports in capacity building of COs, and in activities concerning private and public
land management and alternative energy development. activities. There is still more scope in
developing linkages and coordination for effective implementation of the PAF programs.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)
Community

Formation

482

482

Organizations

Registered with PAF

482

482

Agreement

479

479

PAF Investment

Income

477

in CO

Generating

2,481

Amount
(NRs in Million)

477

2,481

Activities
Community

374

374

All

All

11

10

47

57

Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing
Completed

Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

Percentage
CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

12,915

Percentage
12,915

Dalit

37

37

Janajati

40

40

Others

23

23

22,858

107

22,858
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PYUTHAN
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Pyuthan is a mountainous district of Mid Western Development Region. It has Dang district
in the West, Baglung, Gulmi and Rolpa district in the North, Arghakhanchi in the South
and Pyuthan in the East. The main caste and etheninc groups in the district include
Chhetri and Brahmin (40%), Dalits (19%) and Janjati (37%) and others (4%). Agriculture
is the main occupation of people. There is Madavi River, Jhimruck River, and number of
tributaries flow along the interior part of the district. The district falls on 54 ranks in the
poverty index.The district has high potentialities in power generation. Agricultural
development in river side areas and terrace lands, herbal collection in upper ranges,
livestock farming in upper hills are the main potential economic activities of the district.

PAF Interventions
PAF program stared from the month of kartic 2061, with selection of 12 partner organization
and Community level activities were started carrying out from Baishakh 2062. Till the
date, 309 communbity organizations and 12 partner organizations have been working
in 38 out of 49 VDCs. In the initial stage of program, income generation related subprojects were demanded by the community whereas, later, infrastructure sub projects
like drinking water, irrigation, rural roads, school building and lift irrigation are on increasing
trends. Social assessment followed by program orientation at all settlements of the
coverage VDCs have been almost completed. Based on the social assessment data
and potentiality of remaining VDCs around 1,000 COs are expected in the district. PAF
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also conducted TOT training on account management and enterprises development
training to POs staffs. Similarly the COs are getting leadership, account management
and enterprises training through the POs. PAF intervention increased accessibility to
infrastructure and established revolving fund at settlement level and thus pulling the
poor from out of poverty trap in gradual trends.

Linkage and Coordination
Linkages of the COs have been established with other funding agencies, local bodies
and line agencies. Some of the COs are linked with existing community based
organizations formed by DLGSP. In some cases of infrastructures, DDC and VDCs have
also funded jointly., PAF and REDP/DDC has been planning for joint funding to implement
three micro hydro power project in Arkha, Rajbara and Khung VDC. In same cases APPS,
LFP , CARE/ ASA programme and RCIW are also jointly implementing infrastructure
programmes like lift irrigation, school building, irrigation cannel construction etc.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year
063/064

Heading

Number

Amount

Cumulative Achievement
till FY 063/064
Number

(Million inNRs)

Amount
(Million inNRs)

Community

Formation

309

Organizations

Registered with PAF

309

Agreement

309

11.3

PAF Investment

Income

270

9.17

in CO

Generating
39

2.13

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started

109

Ongoing

150

Completed

50

Partner Organizations

12

VDC Covered

Total

49

38
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

8,608
Dalit

3,298

Janajati

4,149

Others

1,159
8,606

109

Percentage

District Progress

ROLPA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Rolpa is situated in the Rapti zone of Mid-western Development Region. The Headquarters
of the district lies at Libangg VDC. It has total land of 189,385 Hectors. Rolpa is surrounded
by four districts- Rukkum in the north, Dang in south and Baglung and Pyuthan in the east,
and Salyan in the west. Politically it is divided into 51 VDCs, 11 areas and two electoral
constituencies. The total population of the district is 210,004. Among the ethnic group,
Magar is in the majority (43.7%) followed by Cheetri (33.8%), Kami (10.5%), Damai (3.23%)
and Sanyasi (1.9%). The average literacy rate is 53.1per cent for male and 23 per cent
for female. The district falls on 66th rank of poverty status.In spite of having difficult
landscape, the district has high degree of potentialities for socio-economic development.
It has a good source of Allo. It is in the mid hills so there could be plenty of Citrus productions.
There is also high degree of potentialities for the cultivation of Cash crops such as turmeric,
chilly and ginger. Similarly, animal husbandry, micro-hydro could be instrumental in
bringing about significant changes in the living standard of people here.

PAF Interventions
PAF started carrying out its activities from Magh 2062 in Rolpa. However, due to the hindrance of
the adverse conflict, PAF could not cot carry out its activities for one year. The activities such as
formation of COs and preparation of the sub-projects started at the end of 2063. So far PAF has
covered 4 VDCs. Seven COs have been formed and equal numbers of sub-projects on the
promotion of IG activities are underway. The total HH covered is 210 and the population covered
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1,162. So far, PAF has provided one district level orientation, one PO orientation, one account
Keeping training and one Enterprise related training to PO. PAF has contributed NRs. 276, 390,0
along with NRs. 277,900 as a community contribution. So far, 34 HHs of Dalits, 157 HHs of Janjatis
and 19 HHs belonging to other communities have been involved in the PAF sub-projects. Similarly,
197 Dalit, 864 Janjatis and 101 other population have been the beneficiary of the projects. The
beneficiary HHs in terms of poverty category ‘A’ is 79, ‘B’ is 86 and ‘C’ is 45. The predominant
activities carried out by the members of COs in agriculture is vegetable farming. likewise, animal
husbandry, mostly buffalo raising, goat raising and pig raising have been adopted from IG. In
service sector, some of the CO members are engaged in tailoring and retail business. There are 3
sub-projects related to infrastructure (two wire bridges and one water supply).

Linkages and Coordination
Linkages and Coordination has been made with all the stakeholders of the district. So far,
two coordination meetings have been organized. Recently PO organized an interaction
program with the DDC where various issues were discussed. The important issues such as
future expansion of the program, monitoring and coordination were discussed. PO also
made a brief presentation about PAF activities being carried out.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount (NRs)
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

20

20

Organizations

Registered with PAF

7

20

Agreement

7

3.04

PAF Investment

Income

7

3.04

7

3.04

in CO

Generating

7

3.04

7

3.04

3.04

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing
Completed

Partner Organizations

1

VDC Covered

Total

4
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Dalit
Janajati

34

16.16

34

16.16

157

74.76

157

74.76

19

9.04

19

9.04

Others
Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

210

210

111
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RUKUM
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Rukum district is located in the Rapti zone in the Mid-western region of Nepal. Ecologically,
it has high hill bordering Dolpa district in north, Salyan and Rolpa in south, Myadgi and
Baglung in east and Jajarkot in west. Administratively, the district is divided into 43 VDCs, 11
areas and 2 electoral constituencies. Musikot is the Headquarters of the district. The total
population of the district is around 215,000. The ethnic composition of the district is Chhetri
53 per cent, followed by Magar 23.1 per cent, Thakuri 5.08 per cent, Kami 3.98 per cent
and Brahmin 3.4 per cent. It ranks 58th position of poverty status. Despite being backward
and remote, this district possesses the immense potentialities. Large amount of Allo plant is
found here of which thread is used for manufacturing cloths. The seed produced in this
district is of high quality and is exported out side the country. It is also in the mid hills
recognized by APP as major citrus growing area. Good quality of honey is also produced
abundantly in the district.

PAF Interventions
PAF intervened its activities from Magh 2062 BS when the conflict in Nepal was at the peak.
PAF has so far covered 12 VDCs where three POs are working. It is currently working with 82
COs covering almost 2,170 HHs and 12,506 populations. The predominant IG activities
include goat rising, buffalo rearing, small retail shop, bee keeping, vegetable farming. As
far as the activities related to community infrastructures are concerned. One micro-hydro
pre-feasibility is carried out and detail feasibility study is underway. Similarly, a primary
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school building, a sub-health post building and five drinking water pre-feasibility is
completed and the detail feasibility is being undertaken. Women who were shy even to
speak at the public gatherings have now become able to express their views at the mass
meetings of the community. Their confidence has risen to such a level that even illiterate are
keen to give leadship to COs, maintain their account and express their feelings without
hesitation. So far, one district orientation training has been completed. Three trainings (PAF
orientation, account keeping and SIBY) have been provided to POs by PAF. So far, 15
numbers of trainings has been conducted to COs by PO. The community organizations are
actively working and they all have started their own savings.

Linkages and Coordination
Linkages and coordination has been made with all the stakeholders of the district. Recently
a monitoring team from the DDC has monitored the PAF program and found satisfactory
progress of the program. Coordination has been made with the agencies such as District
Veterinary Office for the livestock training programs. This office also have pledged COs to
assist them for the livestock insurance. Different events like trainings, orientations, seminars
to POs and COs related to PAF program have been significantly highlighted in local
newspaper and print media.

District in Figures

Heading

Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

till FY 063/064

Number

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

81

Organizations

Registered with PAF

81

171

Agreement

71

27.49

71

27.49

PAF Investment

Income

71

27.49

71

27.49

in CO

Generating

58

22.29

13

5.2

81

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started

5

Ongoing

71

Completed
Partner Organizations

3

VDC Covered: 12

Total

375
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

2,200

Percentage
2,200

Dalit

944

42.9

944

Janajati

649

29.5

649

29.5

Others

607

27.59

607

27.59

2,200

113

2,200

42.9

District Progress

DOLPA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Dolpa is a mountainous district of Nepal that lies in the Karnali Zone of Mid-western
Development Region. Geographically, it is the largest district which occupies a total area
of 79,323 sq. Kms. According to the Census Report of 2001, Dolpa shelters 29,545 people
in 5,852 households. There exist 137 human settlements and some of them (above 4,260
meters) are among the highest settlements on earth. Population density of the district is
3.76 per square kilometre which is perhaps the lowest among other districts in Nepal.
There are twenty-three VDCs in Dolpa and Dunai is the district Headquarters. Only one
Parliamentarian Member represents Dolpa in the House of Representatives It ranks 67th
position in the Human Development Index of 2003.

PAF Interventions
PAF activities in Dolpa began from the mid of fiscal year 2062/63. Three partner
organizations are working in twelve VDCs here. Seventy-eight community organizations
are engaged in various income generating activities. Demands on community
infrastructure are being processed and will be functional in near future.Social Mobilizers
deployed in working VDCs are engaged in enhancing various capacities of members of
community organizations. Training programmes such as leadership development,
institution development and book keeping are organized.Mobilization of resource to
deprived communities in the district has opened doors to increase opportunities for the
livelihood improvement of many people here. People belonging to Dalit community are
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running small business such as tea shop and groceries and are generating better
income. Many are attracted towards animal husbandry and benefiting from it.

Linkages and Coordination
Seventy-eight community organizations formed during the period have been registered
in PAF. Linkage and coordination is further enhanced by the opening Non-Operating and
Operating Accounts of each of the community organizations. Furthermore, Officials from
Dolpa District Development Committee visited some of the Community Organizations
and observed their activities. SNV-Nepal has remained a principle moral supporter of PAF
in Dolpa. Mr. Katak Bahadur Rokaya, District Portfolio Advisor (DPA) has continued same
also in this period. All the community organization members are urged to develop a
relationship with their concerned VDCs.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

Amount

(NRs in Million)

(NRs in Million)

57.05

Community

Formation

78

Organizations

Registered with PAF

78

Agreement

78

38.12

PAF Investment

Income

78

38.12

in CO

Generating

119

57.05

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

78

119

Completed
Partner Organizations

3

VDC Covered-12

Total

23

CO Member HH

Total

2478

100

3712

100

Dalit

430

17.35

599

16.13

Percentage
Ethnicity

Janajati
Others
Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

668

26.95

755

20.33

1380

55.69

2,358

63.52

2478

115

3712

District Progress

JAJARKOT
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Jajarkot is one of the poorest districts of Nepal. It is situated along the bank of the Bheri
River and surrounded by Rukum and Dolpa in the east, Surkhet and Dailekh in the west,
Jumla and Kalikot in the north, and Rukum and Salyan in the south. It lies in the Mid-west
Development Region stretching over the area of 2,230 sq kms Politically the district is
divided into 30 VDCs, 11 areas and 2 electoral constituencies. The total population is
134,868 wherein the major ethnic groups/castes are Thakuri and Chhetri, Dalit, and
Janajatis. The district ranks 62nd position of Human Development Index There are enormous
potentialities in many areas for the livelihood development of the people. Through the
development of potential infrastructures like lift irrigation, irrigation canal, micro-hydro etc
can increase the economic growth of the rural people. Other potentialities in the district lie
in the promotion of livestock, agriculture and entrepreneurship in bringing about significant
socio-economic changes.

PAF Interventions
PAF intervention started in 2063 in Jajarkot. The program has covered 26 VDCs. About 100
sub-projects are underway and remaining others are in the beginning phase. The
program is assisting the poor communities to realize their roles and responsibilities in
upgrading their own socio-economic status. The community people are found expressing
that they had relief from the local elites’ exploitations and are away from paying high
interest rate.
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Linkages and Coordination
PAF has maintained good coordination with DDC and others line agencies in the district.
It is possible to strengthen the relation and linkages with the organizations like WFP, GTZ,
APPSP, DLGSP, HELVETAS, CSP and UPAF to enhance the cooperation and coordination for
smooth and effective implementation of the PAF programs.

District in figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

Organizations

Registered with PAF

208

308

Agreement

108

208

PAF Investment

Income

108

in CO

Generating

60

130

9

9

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

39
100

Completed
Partner Organizations

8

VDC Covered

Total

26
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

3,738

100

7,568

100

2,318

62

4,683

62

Janajati

561

15

1,162

15

Others

859

23

1,718

23

Dalit

3,738
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7,568
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DAILEKH
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Dailekh is one of the poorest, socially and economically backward districts among fifteen
districts of mid-western development region. To the east, the district is bordered by Jajarkot
whereas to the west by Achham, to the north by Kalikkot, and to the south by Surkhet
district. The total area of the district is 1,502 sq. kms and altitude lies between 544 to 4,168
m. Dailekh Bazar is the district Headquarters. There are two electoral constituencies, 11
areas, one municipality and 55 VDCs. The caste/ethnic composition includes Dalit 56,524
(25%), Janjati 30,556 (14%) and Others 138,109 (61%) having a total population 225189).
As per Human Development Index, this district falls on 67th rank. The potentialities of the
district in different sectors such as animal husbandry, agriculture, cottage industry, irrigation
and micro-hydro related infrstructures, and entrepreneurship could be instrumental in
bringing about socio-economic changes in the district.

PAF Interventions
So far, PAF has provided different trainings to POs. They are 5-day book keeping, savings
and credit, revolving fund management and leadership development training with 35
participants, 5-day social mobilisation and Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) training
with 35 participants, TOT on social mobilisation with 20 participants, PAF orientation to all
board members of POs and its related staffs with 75 participants. Likewise, POs staffs have
given different trainings to COs, including, 5-day book Keeping, savings and credit and
revolving fund management training with the participation of 321 frontline workers of 107,
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3-day social mobilisation, PRA, leadership and group management training with 321
participants from 107 COs, 3-day social mobilisation and leadership development
training with the participation of 273 frontline leaders of 91 COs, 3-day book keeping
and savings and credit training with the participation of 273 leading persons of 91 COs,
district level COs conference with the involvement of leading person each from 107 COs
and 40 POs staffs.

Linkages and Coordination
At the beginning of the program implementation in this district, PAF has managed district
level PAF orientation with the involvement of CDO, LDO, Government Officers and other
stakeholders. two coordination meeting with district level line agencies and stakeholders,
orientation and coordination meeting with secretaries of 25 working VDCs, overview and
coordination meeting with CDO, LDO, representatives of district-based all parties and
sanyantra represetives, Journalists, POs and PCs of 34 participants, seven meeting with
POs, six meeting with Program Coordinators, 3 experience sharing workshop with POs staff.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)
Community

Formation

115

137

Organizations

Registered with PAF

115

137

Agreement

115

137

PAF Investment

Income

115

in CO

Generating

50.14

Amount
(NRs in Million)

137

56.36

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

115

115

22

22

5

5
25

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

25

CO Member HH

Total

4,353

100

4,992

100

Dalit

1,537

35.31

1,868

37.42

Percentage
Ethnicity

Janajati
Others
Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

955

21.94

1,092

21.87

1,861

42.75

2,032

40.71

4,354

100

4,992

100
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JUMLA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Jumla, generally known as the headquarters of the Karnali Zone situated in the lap of Himalaya,
is the origin of ‘Marshi Black Rice’ and ‘Khas Bhasa’. The whole 2,531 sq. kms area of the district
has a cold climate with, temperature falling below -14°C in winter. There are different types of
ethnic groups in Jumla. Chhetris dominate the district followed by occupational castes or
Dalits for example, Kami, Damai, Sarki, Sunar, Bitalu and Chunari, etc. These Dalits account for
a total of 15,910 households and 89,478 people according to 2001 Census Survey. The
growth rate in Jumla is below the national average (1.56 in Jumla against the national 2.1).
The 2001 survey showed there was higher population of female by 2,384 than male inthe
district. As it is common throughout Nepal that most of the male here are mobile and tend to
migrate to India for the purpose of business or employments. Some of them migrate to urban
centers to sell imported or local carpets in the winter months when Jumla is under snow.
The good soil and undulating landscape around the two rivers valleys have added attraction
in most of the settlements here. This terrain produces a diverse range of crops, like paddy,
millet, chino grains (Panicum millet) to cauliflower, radish, carrot, etc., including a wide
variety of medicinal herbs typically found around the Himalayan region. The potentialities
of the district lie in agriculture, livestock and forestry. The development of infrastructures like
micro-hydro, gravity ropeway, rural track and the development of entrepreneurship could
intensify the socio-economic development of the rural poor. The VDCs like Tatopani,
Chandanath, Kartikswami, Birat & Pandavgufa are potential sites for tourism.
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PAF Interventions
PAF activities in Jumla began from the mid of the fiscal year 2062/63 with seven partner
organizations (POs), working in twenty-one VDCs. Seventy-eight community organizations are
engaged in various income generating activities and infrastructure development activities.
Social Mobilizers deployed in working VDCs are engaged in enhancing various capacities
of members of community organizations. Training programmes such as leadership
development, institution development and book keeping have been organized for the
key position holders of community organizations. Mobilization of resources to deprived
communities in the district has opened doors to increase opportunities for improving
livelihood of a high number of people here. People belonging to Dalit community are
running small business such as cloths sewing, teashop and groceries and are earning
better income. Many are attracted towards animal husbandry and taking monetary
benefits from this business.

Linkages and Coordination
Linkages and Coordination with VDCs, DDC, Line agencies, AEPC, DFID, WUPAP, REAP, WFP
and with District Veterinary Office for the livestock training programs and management
have been established. The Village Development Committees have also made cash
contribution to community infrastructure development sub- project, such as in Micro Hydro
of Patarasi VDC. REDP will be potential partner agency at district level in the days to come.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

162

162

Organizations

Registered with PAF

162

162

Agreement

162

63.91

162

63.91

98

51.78

98

51.78

64

12.13

64

12.13

162

63.91

162

63.91

PAF Investment

Income

in CO

Generating
Activities
Community
Infrastructure

Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing
Completed

4

Partner Organizations

7

VDC Covered

Total

6.64

21

7
21

Percentage
CO Member HH

Percentage

Total
Ethnicity

Dalit
Janajati
Others

Total Beneficiary HHs

6.64

1,693

46

1,693

151

4

151

4

1,870

50

1,870

50

3,714

100

3,714

100

121

46

District Progress

HUMLA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Humla is situated in the Mid-western Development Region. It has 5,655 sq kms area. Tibet
of China borders the northern part of the district, which is almost covered with snow. Mugu,
Darchula and Bajhang districts boarder it from the east, the west and the south respectively.
There are 27 VDCs, 9 areas and one electoral constituency. Its Headquarters is in Simikot.
Humla falls on 74th position as per the Human Development Index. Total Households are
6,974 and population is 40,749. The literacy rate of district is 27.1 per cent . According to
the ethnic/caste composition, major groups are 44.3 per cent Chhetri, 19.5 per cent
Thakuri, 16.1 per cent Lama, 6.2 per cent Brahmin, 6.6 per cent Kami, 2.36 per cent
Damai, 1.2 per cent Sarki and 0.9 per cent others. Other interesting thing is that a many
brothers marry with a women is 3.84 per cent which is culturally accepted in Lama
Community. Such marriage system also exists in Tibet, China.The potentialities of the district
for economic Improvement lie in agriculture, horticulture and agriculture based Income
Generation Activities. The development of infrastructures, like gravity ropeway, water
harvesting tank, cottage industry for manufacturing agro-tools, irrigation canal etc. are
possible to intensify the socio-economic development of the district.

PAF Interventions
PAF intervention started in Humla on Chaitra 2, 2062. There are 15 VDCs where different
types of Income generation and Infrastructure activities are being operated. Among 171
about 165 sub-projects are in middle stage and remaining sub-projects have already
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been completed. Now, community organizations have felt ownership to these programs.
Some of the Community Organizations have started conducting and managing the
revolving fund. In the case of most of the Infrastructure sub projects, the Government and
other line agencies have contributed in the budget/ total expenditure. The target
community people have been empowered to conduct meeting, savings and credit,
material purchasing and book keeping etc.

Linkages and Coordination
There is regular coordination with DDC and other line agencies. The programme
coordination and linkage with WFP, Nepal Trust, SNV, DRILP, UNICEF, APPSP, DLGSP, PLAN,
HELVETAS, CSP and UPAF. All organizations are good and cooperative for program
intervention.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount (NRs)

Number

Amount

(NRs in Million)

(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

188

Organizations

Registered with PAF

171

62.54

62.54

Agreement

171

62.54

62.54

PAF Investment

Income

153

8.92

8.92

in CO

Generating
18

3.62

3.62

5

7.54

7.54

62.54

62.54

Percentage

Percentage

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

17
165

Completed

6

Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

15

CO Member HH

Total

3,593

100

100

Dalit

435

12.10

12.10

Janajati

1,044

29.05

29.05

Others

2,114

58.85

58.85

Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

20,121
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KALIKOT
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Kalikot is mountainous district of the Karnali Zone in Mid- western Development Region of
Nepal. It has spread over 1,741 sq. kms. It is sorrounded by Jumla in the east, Achham in
the west, Bajura and Mugu in the north and Dailekh and Jajarkot in the south. Politically,
the district is divided into one electoral constituency, 13 areas and 30 VDCs; and a total
of 105,580 populations of 18,487 households live in the district. In addition, literacy rate in
the district is 37.5 per cent. The district falls on 69th rank in Human Development Index.
Kalikot in Karnali, a land of water resources, place of herbal and medicinal plants,
astounding Himalayan ranges, enchanting climatic conditions, plenty of fertile and virgin
land has a great potential to uplift socio- economic conditions of local people through
implementation of different tourism, NRM, agro forestry and infrastructure projects. The
People have subsistence agricultural system and have been proved useless in economic
growth. The high poverty has caused migration of economically active population to the
neighboring cities and India. The consequences of the migration are bearer of the HIV/
AIDs and vulnerable diseases. Most of the people are deprived of government services
and are still unaware of them. Besides, they are incapable of raising their voices to the
government for addressing their issues. The potential Market places are Manma, Jumla,
Surkhet, Nepalgunj, Dhangadhi, Mahendranagar, Kathmandu and Lucknow. Similarly,
Badimalika and Pugamalika are potential tourist areas.
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PAF Interventions
The smooth implementation of PAF programmes took place in June 2006, however,
the programme was started together with other 19 districts. It was all because of the
prevailing political conflict. Major training conducted during this period was SIYB and
account & book keeping.

Linkages and Coordination
Linkages and Coordination with DDC, DLGSP, UPPAP, ASHA- CARE Nepal and SNV- energy
program has been established. REDP and HELVITAS are potential partner agencies for future.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

104

104

Organizations

Registered with PAF

104

104

Agreement

104

47.58

104

47.58

PAF Investment

Income

104

47.58

104

47.58

in CO

Generating

104

47.58

104

47.58

6

7.69

6

7.69

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing
Completed

Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

22

22
Percentage

CO Member HH

Percentage

Total
Ethnicity

Dalit

2,700

72.3

2,700

72.3

1,035

27.7

1,035

27.7

3,735

100

3,735

100

Janajati
Others
Total Beneficiary HHs
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MUGU
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Mugu is one of the least developed districts in the Karnali Zone of Mid-western
development region. It ranks on 75th in human development index. The district is bordered
by Dolpa in the East, Jumla and Kalikot in the South, Bajura in the West and Humla and
Tibet in the North. Altitude varies from 1,201 m to 6,717 m above the mean Sea Level.
Politically, the district has been divided into 24 VDCs. The district headquarters is
Gamgadi in Sreenagar VDC. Geographically, It is further divided into four belts namely:
Karan, Gum, Soru, and Khatyad.

PAF Interventions
PAF program is being implemented in the district with the facilitation of five partner
organizations in 21 VDCs since FY 2061/62. More than 140 community organizations
have been formed and they are implementing different kinds of sub-projects. A total of
104 income generating sub-projects in the district include goat-raising, vegetable farming
(open field, green house) fruit farming, poultry, buffalo-rearing etc. Similarly, there are 61
different kinds of infrastructure sub-projects like electrification through micro-hydro /peltric
set, drinking water supply schemes, micro-irrigation through water harvesting tank as well
as surface irrigation, construction of school buildings, health posts, solar home system
and improved cooking stoves etc.

Map showing VDC Coverage
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Linkages and Coordination
PAF has given focus to forge partnership with different program/ partners, line agencies
for the synergetic effects in Mugu district. All program in VDCs has been allocating fund
for the infrastructure sub-projects. A Brushu Irrigation Project at Kotdanda has been
constructed in collaboration with DDC/VDC, RCIW, DFDP and PAF. Similarly, a micro-hydro
sub-project at Rugha VDC is in implementation in collaboration with DFID/CSP. District
Agriculture Office has also been supporting COs for fruit farming; and it has allocated
some funds to work with PAF. DDC/REDS Mugu has also in the process of implementation
of Micro-hydro projects at Rugha and Seri VDCs.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

31

145

Organizations

Registered with PAF

31

145

Agreement
PAF Investment

Income

in CO

Generating

23

6.7

104

25.6

8

4.05

61

22.76

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

63

Completed

102

Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

5

5

24

21
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Dalit

1,251

Janajati
Others
Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

4,489

5,515

127

27.86

521

21.61

2,717

60.53

4,489

100

District Progress

BAJURA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Bajura is one of the remote and least developed districts of Nepal. It is situated in Seti
zone. It is bordered by Mugu and Humla in the East, Bajhang in the West, Humla and Tibet
in the North and Achham in the South. It resides in the altitude between 726m to 7036m.
The district is politically divided into 1 constituency, 9 illakas and 27 VDCs. The headquarters
is in Martadi. Total area of the district is 2,02,1076 Ha. The total population of the district is
108,781 out of which 53,834 are male whereas 54,947 are female. The average literacy
rate is 39.5 per cent where male has 57 per cent and the female 22 per cent. The per
capita income of the district is NRs.5,100. There are myriad of potentialities to bring about
socio-economic improvement in the district. The major potentialities are in agriculture
sector. A large portion of production can be achieved from vegetable farming and
animal husbandry. In addition, various infrastructure programs are possible to intensify
the socio-economic development of the district.

Map Showing VDC Coverage
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PAF Interventions
In Bajura, PAF commenced its program in Magh 2062. So far, PAF has been working in
20 VDCs out of 27 of the district. In addition, PAF has formed and registered 134
Community Organizations. There are 134 IG sub-projects whereas 25 are of
infrastructures. There are altogether 4,724 members in the COs registered so far; out of
which 1,748 are male and 2,526 female.

Linkages and Coordination
PAF is working in the district in coordination with DDC.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

134

134

Organizations

Registered with PAF

134

134

Agreement

159

159

PAF Investment

Income

134

62.36

134

62.36

in CO

Generating
25

16.71

25

16.71

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

134

134

4

4

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered- 20

Total

27
Percentage

CO Member HH

Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

Total
Dalit

3,715

87

3,715

Janajati

129

3

129

3

Others

430

10

430

10

4,274

100

4,274

100

129

87
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ACHHAM
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Achham is one of the mid-hill districts having subtropical climate in the Far Western
Development Region of Nepal. The district covers 1,692 square kilometers area. Dailekh,
Kalikot and Bajura district lie in the northeast part of the district. Likewise, Kalikot is in the
north, Bajhang in the north-west, Doti in the west and Surkhet in the southern part of the
district. There are two election constituencies, 13 Illakas and 75 VDCs in Achham district.
Magalsen VDC is the headquarters of the district. The major five ethnic groups of the
district include Chhetri (53.22%), Kami (13.45%), Bramhin (10.71%), Damai (3.36%) and
Dalit (3.99%). The district is suffering from HIV/AIDS to a considerable extent. The district
stands on 72nd rank of poverty status.Achham has great potentialities for the social change.
The land and climate of the district are very congenial and fertile for introducing farm
and off-farm activities. There are three rivers and many small streams for as water resources.
The district is rich in forest and other natural resources. Khaptad National Park and
Ramaroshan area are two potential tourism centers. Moreover, the potentialities lie in
infrastructures like, gravity ropeway, drinking water, irrigation canal and in agriculture/
livestock and agriculture-based as well as other entrepreneurship.

PAF Interventions
The PAF programme started the district in January 2006. A one day district level
orientation program was conducted in the presence of district line agencies as well
as other development agencies before selecting the partner organization and VDC.
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So far, seven POs have been selected and they are working in 27 VDCs of the district.
So far, 225 COs have been registered covering 6,759 poor HHs members. Among
them 4,942 (73%) are female and 1,817 (27%) are male members. Out of total
beneficiaries CO members by ethnicity, 4,103 are from Dalits (61%) and 43 (0.6%)
from Janjati and 2,613 (39%) from the other social groupss. In the total COs members
68 per cent members fall on hardcore poor, 25 per cent medium poor and seven
per cent are in poor category.

Coordination and Linkages
Coordination meetings among seven POS are taking place in a regular basis. A total of
four DDC level thematic workshops were held in the fiscal year 2006/07. PAF is also jointly
supporting two micro-hydro projects in collaboration with DDC/REDP. Similarly, a community
based information centre has been established in collaboration with Winrock International
and Mercantile Office Systems.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

225

81.68

335

121.6

Organizations

Registered with PAF

225

81.68

225

81.68

Agreement

225

81.68

225

81.68

PAF Investment

Income

225

81.68

in CO

Generating
Activities
Community
Infrastructure

Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

225

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

27

27
Percentage

CO Member HH

Ethnicity

Dalit

4,103

61

5200

43

0.6

150

1

2613

39.4

3500

40

8850

100

Janajati
Others
Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage

Total

6759

131

59
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BAJHANG
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Bajhang lies in Seti zone of the Far-Western Development Region.It is bordered by Bajura
and Humla in the east, Baitadi and Darchula in the west, Humla and Tibet,China in the
north, and Doti and Baitadi districts in the south. The district headquarters is situated at
Chainpur. It is politically divided into 47 VDCs, 11 Ilakas and two election constituencies.
It has 3422 Sq. Km land area and harbors 167,026 people. The average literacy rate is
38 per cent and the per capita is NRs 4,930. The district falls on the 73rd rank in poverty
status. Like other districts, Bajhang has immense potentialities in agriculture, horticulture,
livestock and cottage industry based on locally available raw materials from these sectors.
The development of infrastructures like irrigation, gravity ropeway and the entrepreneurship
are the far-cry of the district for the remarkable socio-economic development.

PAF Interventions
The inception date of PAF intervention goes back to Magh 2062. In Chaitra of the same
year, PA selected Partner Organizations. Finally, PAF entered VDCs in Jestha of 2063. Now,
PAF’s programmes are underway in 18 VDCs. So far, 132 COs have been formed and 80
COs have been registered in PAF. PAF has already made agreements on 103 sub projects
out of which 69 are of IG and 34 are of infrastructures. The total numbers of the CO are
1,809; out of which 1323 are female and only 486 are the males. Among the whole CO
members, 1,493 are from hardcore poor group whereas 282 and 34 members are from
medium poor and poor groups. The major infrastructure sub-projects include irrigation,
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milk collection centre and the establishment of solar computer system in different schools.
The income-generating sub-projects are mainly livestock, agriculture, cottage industries
and entrepreneurships. Moreover,PAF has provided a number of trainings like TOT on CO
account-keeping, leadership as well as other specific trainings to the POs and COs.

Linkages and Coordination
PAF has maintained effective coordination among various line agencies working in the
district. Apart from DDC and VDCs, good linkages have been established with District
Agriculture, and Veterinary Offices. Similarly, the effective linkages have been developed
with Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Program of ADB and Water Resources
Management Program of FINNIDA to combat duplication.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)
Community

Formation

Organizations

Registered with PAF
Agreement

PAF Investment

Income

in CO

Generating

Amount
(NRs in Million)

132

196

80

126

103

153

69

20.70

103

28.43

34

11.85

50

20.26

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

1
103

103

50

50

Completed
Partner Organizations

3

VDC Covered- 18+1

Total

47

CO Member HH

Total

1,809

Dalit

969

Percentage
Ethnicity

54

Janajati
Others

Percentage
2,903
1,762

61

1
840

Total Beneficiary HHs

133

46

1,140

39
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DOTI
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Doti is a hilly district of Seti Zone, which falls in the Far Western Development Region of Nepal.
It ranks 63rd in terms of overall composite index and has widespread poverty. It is divided
into 50 VDCs and one municipality namely, Dipayal Silgadhi Municipality; two election
constituencies and 11 Illakas. Total geographical area of the district is 2,025 sq.km. Total
population of district is 212,670. Out of total population 59 per cent are Chhetri, 25 per cent
Dalit, 11 per cent Brahamin and 5 per cent others. The literacy rate of the district is 42.6 per
cent. Elevation ranges from 600m to 4,000m. Agriculture is the mainstay of majority of the
population. About 81.24 per cent of the population has been engaged in agriculture.
Agriculture, livestock and forestry are the integral parts of the rural economy. There is enormous
potentiality in the district for socio-economic development. The major potentialities are in
agriculture, livestock, forest, entrepreneurships and cottage industries.

PAF Interventions
The inception of PAF programme took place in the district in January 2006. One-day
district level orientation program was organized on 31st January of the same year on PAF
program implementing process on the presence of district line agencies as well as other
development agencies before selecting the partner organization and VDC. So far, five
POs have been selected and they are working in 21 VDCs including a municipality of
Doti. The POs have organized one day introductory programme in each VDCs. So far,
192 COs have been registered covering 6,170 poor HHs members. Among them, 4105
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(66.54%) are Dalit, 44 (0.72%) Janjatis, and 2,021 (32.76%) are from other communities.
Likewise, 88 per cent CO members are women and 20 per cent men. In the total COs’
members, 74 per cent members are hardcore poor, 20 per cent medium poor and 6 per
cent poor. Now, PAF covers 121 wards of 20 VDCs and 1 Municipality.

Linkages and Coordination
Linkages and Coordination have been made as needed with the stakeholders of the
district by POs. Recently; a veterinary official has observed the PAF program and reported
the program satisfactory. Coordination has been extended with the agencies like Water
Supply and Alternative Energy Promotion Centre.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

192

271

Organizations

Registered with PAF

192

192

Agreement

179

72.36

179

78.38

PAF Investment

Income

176

70.23

176

76.25

in CO

Generating
1

1.81

3

2.13

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started

27

27

135

135

Completed

17

17

Total

51

Ongoing

Partner Organizations- 5
VDC Covered- 21

Percentage
CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

6,170
Dalit

4,105

Janajati
Others
Total Beneficiary HHs

66.53

44

0.71

2,021

32.75

6,170

100

135

Percentage
8,725

District Progress

DARCHULA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Darchula is a mountainous district in the Far Western Development region. It borders are
Uttarakhanda state of India in the west, Tibet of China in the north, and Baitadi and
Bajhang districts in the south and east respectively. The district headquarters is linked by
black-topped road from Indian territory, but most parts of the district are not accessible
by motorable roadway. Chhetri (67%), Brahmin (20%), Dalits (11%) and Janjati (1%) and
others (1%) are the main dominating ethnic castes in the district. Agriculture is the main
occupation of people; and the people living in the upper Himalayan range are mainly
engaged in collection and marketing of herbal and medicinal plants. The district ranks
60th in the poverty index. The Mahakali River, Chamelia River, and number of tributaries,
which flow along the interior part of the district, have high power and irrigation potential
but the potentialities are yet to be exploited. Agricultural development in river basins and
terrace lands, herbal collection in upper Himalayan ranges, livestock farming in upper
hilly areas are main potential economic activities of the district.

PAF Interventions
PAF program started from Kartik 2061, with selection of nine partner organizations; and
community level activities began from Baishakh 2062. Till date, 413 community organizations
and ten partner organizations are working in all 41 VDCs of Darchula district. In the initial stage
of programme infrastructure sub-projects like drinking water, irrigation, micro-hydropower are
demanded by the community; and now income generation is in increasing trends.
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Social assessment and programme orientation of all settlements of the district are almost
completed; and based on the social assessment data nearly 200 COs are yet to be formed
and total 600 COs are expected in the district. PAF orientation, TOT training on account
management and enterprises are provided on a yearly basis to the staffs; and community
are getting leadership, account management and enterprises training facilation by POs.
PAF intervention increases the accessibility to infrastructure and established the revolving fund
in the settlement level and thus pulling the poor to out of poverty trap in gradual trends.

Linkages and Coordination
Linkages of the COs has been established with cooperatives, other funding agencies, local
bodies and line agencies. Most of the COs of Khar, Kantai and Dhuligada VDcs are linked
with existing cooperatives; infrastructure projects are linked with line agencies and in some
cases jointing funding by DDC,VDC, other funding agencies. In particular, DDC has been
funding NRs. 1,500,000 to community to implement one drinking water project in Ranishikher
VDC, PAF and REDP/DDC has jointly funding to implement one micro hydro project in
Gokuleswor VDC, PAF and CARE are jointly funding to implement one micro-hydro in Byans
VDC. Funding from VDC is the number of infra structure sub projects.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

214

400

Organizations

Registered with PAF

214

400

Agreement

214

400

PAF Investment

Income

203

5.9

305

7.87

in CO

Generating
34

1.97

117

5.78

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started

114

Ongoing

103

130

20

174

Completed
Partner Organizations

114

10

VDC Covered-41

Total-41
Percentage

CO Member HH

Total
Ethnicity

Percentage
9,191

Dalit

26.5

2,425

Janajati

4.5

413

Others

69

6,353

Total Beneficiary HHs

13,580
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BAITADI
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Baitadi district is located in Mahakali zone in the Far Western Development Region.
Ecologically, it lies in the hilly region bordering Darchula district in the north, Dadeldhura in
the south, Bhajang in the east and India in the west. Administratively, the district is divided
into 62 VDCs, one Municipality, 13 Ilakas, two election constituencies with Dashrathchanda
Municipality being the district headquarters. Total population of the district is 234,418
which comprises of 48 per cent male and 52 per cent female. Total area of the district is
1,519 sq km. The major five ethnic groups in the district include Chhetri (48.12%) followed
by 20.2 per cent Bramhins, 8.23 per cent Thakuri, 6.13 per cent Kami and 4.62 per cent
Lohar (based on CBS 2001 Population Census). The district falls on 57th position in poverty
status. There is wide range of potentialities in the district for scoio-economic development
of the rural poor. The infrastructures like micro-hydro schemes, irrigation and agricultural
roads are possible to bring about drastic change in the livelihoods of the rural people.

PAF Interventions
So far, PAF has covered 428 settlements, 270 wards and 13,802 households of 30 VDCs.
In the fiscal year 2062/63, PAF had 7 POs and worked in only 9 COs whereas in the fiscal
year 2063/64, PAF worked in 184 COs with the same number of POs.
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Linkages and Coordination
Formal & informal meetings have been arranged several times with DDC/ line
agencies, political leaders and stakeholders to reinforce the coordination and
cooperation among them.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

313

325

Organizations

Registered with PAF

313

325

Agreement

172

175

PAF Investment

Income

164

64.14

145

65.02

in CO

Generating
8

5.26

8

5.26

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing

172

174

7

7
40

Completed
Partner Organizations
VDC Covered

Total

37

CO Member HH

Total

35,391

100

Dalit

13,278

37.52

22,113

62.48

35,391

100

Percentage
Ethnicity

Janajati
Others
Total Beneficiary HHs
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District Progress

DADELDHURA
Fiscal Year 2063/064

District Background
Dadeldhura is one of the least developed districts of Mahakali zone in the Far Western
Development Region. It lies in the hilly region bordering Baitadi district in the north,
Kanchanpur in the south, Doti in the east and India in the west. The population is 126,162.
Total area of the district is 1,538 km sq. Administratively, the district is divided into 20 VDCs,
one Municipality, nine Illakas and one election constituency. Amargadhi (Khalanga) is
the district headquarters. The major five ethnic groups in the district are Chhetri in
majority as 51.33 per cent followed by Brahmin 17.88 per cent, Kami 7.65 per cent, Sarki
5.26 per cent and Thakuri 3.56 per cent. Based on CBS records, out of the major five
languages, Nepali is spoken by majority of the population (96.25%). Poverty is high; and
about 48 per cent people are below poverty line (Karki, 2001). According to the CBS, the
district stands on the 65th rank of development.

PAF Interventions
Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF) programme intervened from May 2006 in the district. The
programme has been implemented in 16 VDCs. Altogether eight POs are working for
social mobilization process of PAF modality to channel financial and technical support to
poor targeted community. In this regard, 145 COs have been formed, 136 have already
been registered with PAF. Total amount NRs. 48.71 million has been disbursed to the
account of targeted community and NRs. 44.87 million already gone to the projects of
the members through concerning COs for income-generating activities like goat-keeping,
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buffalo-raising, small retail shop vegetables, Indigenous Enterprises, Horticulture,
Transportationetc. Total 3,714 households (HHs) of 135 COs are beneficiaries under PAF
activities. One micro-hydro project is under construction. Regarding capacity building,
PAF has given three trainings (Social Mobilization Training, Account Keeping and Start
and Improve your Business-SIYB) to POs staffs so far. Similarly, POs has provided different
trainings related to capacity and leadership development, saving and revolving fund
management and other skill development trainings to COs. Total 435 members of 136
COs have been provided these trainings in various times.

Linkages and Coordination
Linkages and coordination have been established with all the stakeholders of the district.
Monitoring teams from the DDC and journalists have monitored the PAF programme.
Coordination has been also been made with the agencies like District Veterinary Office
for the livestock training programmes. Concerned line agencies have supported in the
events of trainings, orientations, seminars as per POs’ request.

District in Figures
Fiscal Year

Cumulative Achievement

063/064

Heading

Number

till FY 063/064

Amount

Number

(NRs in Million)

Amount
(NRs in Million)

Community

Formation

145

145

Organizations

Registered with PAF

136

136

Agreement

135

48.51

135

48.51

PAF Investment

Income

134

47.65

134

47.65

in CO

Generating
1

0.83

1

0.83

Activities
Community
Infrastructure
Sub-project status

Not started
Ongoing
Completed

23

3.63

23

3.63

111

44.87

111

44.87

Partner Organizations- 8
VDC Covered-16

Total- 20 VDC & 1municipalities

CO Member HH

Total

3,714

Dalit

Percentage
Ethnicity

Total Beneficiary HHs

Percentage
3,714

2,739

73.7

2,739

Janajati

235

6.3

235

6.3

Others

740

19.9

740

19.9

3,714

141

3,714

73.7
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Refresher training on account
Mgmt.

Leadership development &
group Mgmt. training

Refresher training on
leadership development

Training on saving-credit &

2.

3.

4.

5.

Training on enterprise

8.

Orientation on COs vision
planning

Training on animal husbandry
Mgmt.

Training on pasture
development

9.

10.

11.

promotion (MECD package)

Training on enterprise
development (TOSE)

development (TOPE)

Training on enterprise

7.

6.

Training on account Mgmt.

1.

revolving fund mobilization

Capacity Building Activities

S.N.

8

413

19

530

208

218

8

595

28

3

13

228

548

58

151

88

279

Event

CO

413

No. of

No. of

27

5,086

232

48

67

2,312

3,691

356

1,469

1,008

3,627

M

153

8,214

684

29

188

3,985

3,431

667

1,867

1,548

3,904

F

104

3,483

320

24

92

1,152

2,404

592

399

1,311

3,435

D

65

3,916

0

29

40

2,189

2,062

296

317

561

1,409

J

916

77

225

6,297

7,122

1,023

3,336

2,556

7,531

Total

11

180

1,273 13,300

596

24

123

1,226

607

135

399

361

1,181

O

Gender & Ethnicity-wise Participation

Siraha

Dailekh, Humla,Kapilbastu, Jajarkot, Mahottari,
Pyuthan, Ramechhap, Rautahat, Siraha, Sindhuli

Mugu

Kapilbastu

Sarlahi

Jajarkot, Mugu,Mahottari, Sarlahi, Ramechhap,
Rukum, Siraha

Sarlahi, Rautahat, Siraha, Sindhuli

Doti,Dadeldhura , Dailekh, Jajarkot, Jumla,
Kapilbastu, Mahottari, Ramechhap, Rasuwa,

Jajarkot, Rautahat, Siraha

Dailekh, Kapilbastu, Mahottari, Rukum, Jumla,
Sarlahi,

Jajarkot, Kapilbastu, Mugu, Ramechhap, Sarlahi,
Siraha, Jumla,

JumlaJajarkot,Kapilbastu, Mugu Pyuthan Rukum,
Siraha Sarlahi, Ramechhap

Bajura, Doti Dadeldhura, Dailekh, Humla,

Districts

ANNEX 2: Details of Various Capacity Building Activities Imparted to COs
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Training on goat raising

Training on buffalo raising

Training on pig raising training

Training on fish culture

Training on vegetable farming
& kitchen gardening

Training on banana farming

Training on cash crop
promotion

Training on maize seed
improvement

Training on bee keeping

Training on apple & fruit

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Orientation on Timmur
production

Training on conflict Mgmt

Training on peace & conflict
impact assessment training

Seminar on GEST

Training on appropriate inquiry

Training on institutional
development

VDC , ward & settlement level
coordination meeting

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

farming & pruning

Capacity Building Activities

S.N.

ANNEX 2: Cont...

Event

CO

1

1

3,070

110

4

1

170

196

20

20

10

84

10
2

4

134

144

23

11

5

548

1

16

22

1

1

62

12

13

47

4
2

579

747

M

2,737

284

0

110

34

88

38

175

152

29

14

4

492

2

46

571

1,051

F

2

155

128

10

0

176

2

18

484

946

D

202

75

28

22

25

221

1

71

134

693

J

29

76

16

10

20

0

93

12

4

94

159

O

5,807

454

4

306

44

172

42

309

296

52

25

9

1,040

15

93

1,050

1,798

Total

Gender & Ethnicity-wise Participation

73

105

No. of

No. of

Humla, Dailekh, Pyuthan Ramechhap, Rasuwa,
Jumla

Rasuwa

Jumla

Rukum, Jumla

Jumla

Rukum

Pyuthan

Jajarkot, Pyuthan, Mugu

Jajarkot, Pyuthan

Pyuthan

Ramechhap

Kapilbastu

Ramechhap, Rolpa, Siraha

Dailekh, Jajarkot, Kapilbastu Mugu, Pyuthan

Kapilbastu

Kapilbastu, Ramechhap

Jajarkot,Kapilbastu, Mugu, Pyuthan, Ramechhap

Jajarkot, Kapilbastu, Ramechhap, Rolpa
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Ward level coordination

29.

District level inter CO meeting

Exposure visit

International exposure visit

Training on System of Rice
Intensification (SRI)

Orientation on project

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.
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Training on market Mgmt.

TOT on functional literacy class
facilitators

Orientation & advocacy on
Para Legal, Human Right &
other Right Based Issues/

37.

38.

39.

Training on caste & gender
equality

Training on appreciative

41.

42.

enquiry

1 day interaction
programme with local key
stakeholders

40.

Approach

Orientation on LRP

36.

planning & sub-project
preparation

Inter CO network meeting

30.

meeting

Capacity Building Activities

S.N.

ANNEX 2: Cont...

6

18

38

68

1

3

2

6

1

9

8

155

38

507

19

23

4

202

80

9

1
6

243

77

425

1,240

M

35

203

14

677

5

103

4

133

165

2

274

70

593

1,219

F

40

0

560

6

74

0

33

83

4

150

425

77

D

0

0

264

11

32

5

30

102

3

184

275

1,748

J

3

0

360

7

20

3

27

60

4

104

215

275

O

43

358

52

1,184

24

126

8

335

245

11

517

147

1,018

2,459

Total

Gender & Ethnicity-wise Participation

21

1

3

6

85

60

1

32

Event

CO

303

No. of

No. of

Siraha

Siraha

Pyuthan

Siraha, Kapilbastu

Pyuthan, Siraha

Siraha

Ramechhap

Jajarkot, Kapilbastu

Siraha

Mugu, Darchula & Ramechhap

Kapilbastu, Mugu, Ramechhap, Siraha, Jumla

Dailekh

Dailekh, Siraha, Jumla, Sarlahi

Humla, Rasuwa

Districts
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Training on Cooperative
Mgmt.

Literacy class

Tailoring training

Training on health & sanitation

Orientation on PAF at VDC

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

50

Coordination meeting with

49.

VDC & Ward level interaction
with key persons & teachers

VDC secretaries & teachers

Orientation on PAF at ward
level

48.

level

Capacity Building Activities

S.N.

ANNEX 2: Cont...

132

1,215

4

1

60

1,537

27

448

3

0

1
642

34

10

158

25

M

1,068

0

928

154

566

21

149

25

F

1,189

514

272

377

4

25

D

130

193

29

158

4

20

J

964

1,758

301

155

13

5

O

2,283

4

2,465

602

1,208

21

183

50

Total

Gender & Ethnicity-wise Participation

2

Event

CO

15

No. of

No. of

Dailekh

Dailekh

Dailekh

Dailekh

Dadeldhura, Jumla, Kapilbastu

Pyuthan

Kapilbastu, Pyuthan

Siraha

Districts
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ANNEX 3: Different Types of TOT and Orientation
Imparted to POs
S.N. Capacity Building
Activities

Total No.
of Events

No of Participants
Male

Female

Total

1.

TOT on account Mgmt.

14

264

103

367

2.

TOT on enterprise development

12

282

105

387

3.

TOT on social mobilization

8

147

36

183

4.

TOT on programme

1

11

4

15

planning in settlement
5.

Training on institutional
development

3

12

24

36

6.

Training on Leadership Mgmt.

1

15

5

20

7.

Training on saving-credit Mgmt.

3

18

39

57

8.

Training on PRA

5

58

20

78

9.

Orientation on inclusiveness

1

2

3

5

10.

Inter & intra district exposure visit

12

142

39

181

11.

Orientation on resource mobilization

1

1

2

12.

Orientation on PAF to POs &
political parties

13

286

70

356

13.

Coordination meeting with DDC &
Line Agencies & Jurnos

13

647

94

741

14.

Training on operational mgmt.

1

1

0

1

15.

Training on appreciative inquiry

1

3

0

3

16.

Orientation on environnemental &
social assessment

1

2

2

4

17.

Training on proposal writing

1

11

3

14

18.

Training on social inclusion

1

21

19

40
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ANNEX 4: Current Board of Governors
Hon’ble Mr. Girija Prasad Koirala

Chairperson, Prime Minister

Dr. Ram Prakash Yadav

Vice Chairperson

Mr. Dharanidhar Khatiwada

Member, Secretary NPC Secretariat

Mr. Rishi Raj Lumsali

Member, Chairperson ADDCN

Ms. Mahin Limbu

Member, Chairperson NAVIN

Ms. Nainkala Thapa

Member, Chairman, National Women Commission

Mr. Ramlal Bishwokarma

Member, Chairman National Dalit Commission

Dr. Arzu Rana Deuba

Member

Dr. Bal Gopal Baidya

Member

Dr. Duman Thapa

Member

Mr. Khalil Miyan

Member

Mr. Shreekrishna Upadhyay

Member

Mr. Raj Babu Shrestha

Secretary, Executive Director, PAF
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ANNEX 5: Name List of Current PAF Staffs
SN

Name

Designation

1

Dr. Ram Prakash Yadav

Vice Chairperson

2

Mr. Raj Babu Shrestha

Executive Director

3

Mr. Manoj Chipalu

Chief, Administration and Finance Division

4

Mr. Jhank Narayan Shrestha

Chief, Monitoring and Evaluation Division

5

Mr. Murari Lal Chaudhary

Chief, Infrastructure Development Division

6

Mr. Shiva Bhakta Sharma

Chief, Human Resource Development Division

7

Mr. Ram Prasad Dhakal

Chief, Programme Co-ordination and Information Division

8

Mr. Dilip Raj Joshi

Finance Officer

9

Mr. Prabin Ghimire

Finance Officer

10

Mr. Kanchan Tamang

Research and Development Officer

11

Mr. Shreeram Subedi

Communication Officer

12

Ms. Anita Koirala

Micro Finance Development Officer

13

Ms. Sunita Shakya (Chitrakar)

MIS Officer

14

Mr. Shankar Prasad Yadav

Civil Engineer

15

Mr. Akhilesh Chandra Das

Co-ordinating Portfolio Manager

16

Mr. Jaya Raj Pant

Co-ordinating Portfolio Manager

17

Mr. Nabin Pokharel

Co-ordinating Portfolio Manager

18

Mr. Nirmal Pant

Co-ordinating Portfolio Manager

19

Mr. Om Prasad Poudel

Co-ordinating Portfolio Manager

20

Ms. Sumita Malla (Bhandari)

Co-ordinating Portfolio Manager

21

Mr. Ajay Kumar Patel

Portfolio Manager

22

Mr. Arun Pandey

Portfolio Manager

23

Mr. Bal Krishna BK

Portfolio Manager

24

Mr. Bhupananda BK

Portfolio Manager

25

Ms. Bikam Karki

Portfolio Manager

26

Mr. Dhan Raj Sah

Portfolio Manager

27

Ms. Dipa Regmi

Portfolio Manager

28

Mr. Durga Bahadur Gandhari

Portfolio Manager

29

Mr. Kamal Thing

Portfolio Manager

30

Mr. Lal Bahadur Siwa

Portfolio Manager

31

Mr. Manoj Kumar Gupta

Portfolio Manager

32

Ms. Meena Nakarmi

Portfolio Manager

33

Mr. Prabin Manandhar

Portfolio Manager

34

Mr. Pramod Joshi

Portfolio Manager

35

Mr. Rabindra Suwal

Portfolio Manager
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36 Mr. Ramesh Lama

Portfolio Manager

37 Ms. Sajda Khatun

Portfolio Manager

38 Mr. Sandeep Nath Upreti

Portfolio Manager

39 Mr. Tara Prasad Joshi

Portfolio Manager

40 Mr. Dinesh Gautam

Office Assistant

41 Mr. Dipesh Ratna Shakya

Office Assistant

42 Ms. Jaya Hada

Office Assistant

43 Mr. Parjun Sapkota

Office Assistant

44 Ms. Rita Bayalkoti

Office Assistant

45 Ms. Roshlina Maharjan

Office Assistant

46 Ms. Kapila Prajapati

Receptionist Cum Secretary

47 Ms. Smriti Sharma

Receptionist Cum Secretary

48 Ms. Lalita Kayastha (Khanal)

Admin and Account Assistant

49 Mr. Suman Kumar Pandit

Account Assistant

50 Mr. Satish Kumar Chaudhary

Account Assistant

51 Mr. Russell Man Singh Pradhan

MIS Assistant

52 Mr. Krishna Khatri

Driver

53 Mr. Madhav Rimal

Driver

54 Mr. Datta Maharjan

Driver

55 Mr. Devi Ale Magar

Driver

56 Mr. Prem Lama

Messenger

57 Mr. Subash Rai

Messenger

58 Mr. Rajendra Dhakal

Messenger
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Human Resource Dev.
Unit
 Human Resources Dev.
Expert (Head of the Unit)
 Micro Enterprises Dev.
Officer

Community Infra. Dev.
Unit

 Community Infra.
(Head of the Unit)

 Civil Engineer

 Research & Dev. Officer

 Social Inclusion Expert
(Head of the Unit)

 Monitoring and
Evaluation Expert
(Head of the Unit)
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 Portfolio Manager

 Environment Officer

 Communication Officer

 MIS Officer

Program
Coordination &
Communication Unit

Monitoring/
Evaluation and
Research Unit

Executive Director

Vice Chairperson

Board of Governors

ANNEX 6: Organizational Structure

 Driver

 Messenger

 Office Assistant

 Procurement Officer

 Account Officer

 Administrative Officer

 Financial Analyst
(Head of the Unit)

Accounts &
Administration Unit
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About the PAF
Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF) is a targeted programme for poor started from
the year 2004 through the issuance of Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF)
Ordinance 2060 (2003) and subsequently; Poverty Alleviation Act 2063
(2006). PAF is implemented through a 12 members Board chaired by the Prime
Minister. The major financial support comes from the World Bank. This
programme was initiated under Social Fund concept in order to take poverty
alleviation program directly to hard core poor who lie below poverty level in
the country. The goal of PAF is to help the poor, find their way on a sustained
path out of poverty and the target is to reach specifically the poor households
below poverty level in a community; thus it is different from a conventional
community development programme which focuses its activities for the
development of the whole community of a settlement or VDC where the risk
is to limit the benefits to only relatively elite group of the society.

PAF
POVERTY ALLEVIATION FUND
NEPAL

PAF is aimed to empower the socially excluded and disadvantaged poor
households. It provides them the avenues for changing from dependency
to independent and to interdependent level in relationship with traditionally
dominant elite of the society and thus empower the poor to become part of
the mainstream of development.
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PAF has followed five guiding principles: namely - (a) Targeted to poor
(Antyodaya) (b) Social Inclusion (Samabesi) (c) Demand driven approach
(Maag Anusar) (d) Transparency (Paradarsita) and (e) Direct funding to
community organization of poor (Prataksha bhuktani).

Contact Address
Poverty Alleviation Fund, Nepal (PAF)
Gyaneshwor, Kathmandu
P.O. Box: 9985, Kathmandu, Nepal
Phone: +977-1-4410041  Fax: +977-1-4442450
E-mail: info@pafnepal.org.np
Website: www.pafnepal.org.np
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PAF is ultimately concerned with socio-economic transformation of the poor.
While the short-run objective of PAF is to improve the economic condition of
poor households through the income generation activities but in the long-term
it aims for total transformation of society, where poor could equally find their
due share and became full partner in the development process.
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